I want my paintings to seed my remaining seasons.
Through the textural changes of plowing, harrowing, planting, cultivating;
Growing to blossom
And yielding to harvest
To be disked and plowed again
For freezing snow and wind.
Now, resting is the time
For a gathering, scar soaked earth
Later carrying seeds to birth
—Robert J. Aldern, October 16, 1991

Landscapes and Figure Studies
February 29 - May 18, 2008
Visual Arts Center at the Washington
Pavilion of Arts and Science, Sioux Falls, SD

Celebrating a Life in Liturgical Art
March 6 - April 20, 2008
Eide/Dalrymple Gallery at
Augustana College, Sioux Falls, SD

A SO U T H DA KOTA O RI G I NA L

ROBERT ALDERN
Landscapes and Figure Studies
February 29-May 18, 2008
Visual Arts Center at the Washington Pavilion of Arts and Science, Sioux Falls, SD

Very Near Sisseton, oil on panel, 25” x 30”, 1992,
Collection of Howard and Eunice Hovland

Study for East Chapel Window,
Christ the King Church, Sioux
Falls, 1999, pencil, color pencil
and pen on paper, 7” x 8 ½”,
Robert and Joey Aldern Papers,
Hovland Center for Liturgical
Arts, Augustana College

Celebrating a Life in Liturgical Art
37th Street Studio, oil on wood, 1964, 41 x 23”, framed

March 6- April 20, 2008
Eide/Dalrymple Gallery at Augustana College, Sioux Falls, SD

Descent from the Cross, opaque water color and ink, 18” x 24”, 1961,

1990s - 2000s

Given in Honor of Robert and Joey Aldern by Bob and Mary Child,
Collection of Augustana College Chapel, Sioux Falls, SD
Front Cover: Ascension, study for the Paul Rogness Memorial Reredos, opaque watercolor on paper, 6 ½” x 3 ¾”, 1961, collection of the Artist
Back Cover: Wet April Land, oil on panel, 1993, collection of Bob and Noreen Groethe

The Visual Arts Center and the Eide/Dalrymple Gallery at

This endeavor also benefited greatly from the gracious

Augustana College are honored to hold a joint exhibition in

assistance of Bob Aldern, his wife Joey, and their family.

tribute to the art and career of Robert Aldern, one of South
Dakota’s most talented and influential artists and educators.

The Alderns patiently assisted with the detailed process of
loaning works, documenting commissions, and providing

Artists throughout the state of South Dakota recognize

archival images and documents. Special thanks go to

the magnitude of what Robert Aldern means to the world

Noreen Aldern Groethe for her assistance with image

of visual art. South Dakota as a whole will be influenced

reproductions.

by Aldern’s artwork for decades to come. His work, both
past and present, alludes to larger issues like identity and

In mounting its portion of this joint exhibition, the Eide/

sense of place. South Dakotans identify with their surround-

Dalrymple Gallery would like to acknowledge all of the

ings: land, sky, soil, mountains, rivers and lakes. They also

congregations and pastors who have supported the creation

identify with their faith. Aldern captures this sense of place

of original liturgical art as a part of their worship life and

and grounded spirituality in his artwork, going beyond the

testament to their mission and faith. Numerous churches

representational and leaving the viewers captivated with

allowed for the photographing of their spaces, with some

planes of color and line that create our own personal sense

lending works and generously giving time to provide

of place. Aldern also translated this sense of rooted

information on their individual commissions. Particular

inspiration into his teaching. Aldern devoted decades of his

thanks go to Verlyn Lindell and members of St. Mark’s

life to teaching at South Dakota State University, the Uni-

Lutheran Church adult forum for their enthusiastic sharing

versity of South Dakota and Augustana College, where he

of their experiences of Aldern’s work. Pastors Heidi Kvanli

touched the lives of numerous students who have gone on

and John Degelau and parish nurse Judi Schwerin of Gloria

to be prominent artists, art educators, and art supporters.

Dei Lutheran Church also generously took time to share

As an art educator, Aldern’s influence has no end.

their knowledge and thoughts on Aldern’s extensive reredos
that anchors their worship space. Pastor Paul Rohde also

The Visual Arts Center of the Washington Pavilion of Arts

shared his personal experiences about Aldern’s first work

and Science is pleased to be able to showcase its portion of

at Our Savior’s Lutheran Church and his later reredos at

this collaborative effort in the exhibition titled “Landscapes

Augustana College’s Chapel of Reconciliation.

and Figure Studies.” Aldern’s lyrical yet rigorously
structured figures complement his luminous and highly

Acknowledgments must also be extended to photographer

popular landscapes. Robert Aldern is also widely known

Paul Schiller, who undertook to travel around the region to

for his liturgical art. Many churches in the Sioux Falls area

photograph Aldern’s works within their architectural spaces.

feature his magnificent installations. The Eide/Dalrymple

Raven Industries contributed to the printing of banners of

Gallery’s portion of the exhibition, “Celebrating a Life in

several of Schiller’s resulting photographs.

Liturgical Art,” focuses upon this important aspect of his
career. Both venues have entered into this collaboration

This exhibition would not have been possible without the

knowing that not every aspect of Aldern’s longstanding work

generous sponsorship by Sheila and Jeff Hazard (Sioux

could be represented, but each venue has compiled a well

Falls Area Community Foundation Fund) and Jerry and Mary

balanced range of his work. Together the Eide/Dalrymple

Freeman. Special thanks to Ed Harvey, Washington

Gallery and the Visual Arts Center are pleased to put forth a

Pavilion volunteer, for assistance with proofreading and

joint exhibition that will resonate in the minds of art

editing this catalog. We would like to thank Curator of Art,

enthusiasts for years.

Howard Spencer, and Assistant Curator, Jodi Lundgren, who
provided curatorial leadership and vision that began the

Numerous people have enthusiastically supported this joint

initial phases of this extraordinary collaboration and

project of a collective celebration encompassing the length

exhibition.

and breadth of Robert Aldern’s life. Appreciation and thanks
go to the individuals, businesses, organizations, art

David Merhib

museums, and churches who lent works to the Visual Arts

Director, Visual Arts Center

Center and Eide/Dalrymple Gallery. The visitors to these

Washington Pavilion of Arts and Science

exhibitions have benefited deeply from their generosity.
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Robert Aldern: Celebrating a Life in Liturgical Art
Eide/Dalrymple Gallery, Augustana College, Sioux Falls, SD
The Prodigal Son
oil on paper, 9 ¾” x 4 ½”,
1959, Gift of Gladys Larcheid,
Collection of the Visual Arts
Center, Washington Pavilion of
Arts and Science

Proposal for reinstallation
of Paul Rogness Memorial
Reredos
pencil, felt tip pen on paper,
8 ½” x 10 ½”, 1989,
Collection of the Artist

Sanctuary of Our Savior’s
Lutheran Church, Sioux Falls
oil and gold leaf on brick, 36’
x 16’, 1959, black and white
photograph, Robert and Joey
Aldern Papers, Hovland Center
for Liturgical Arts,
Augustana College

Descent from the Cross
opaque water color and ink,
18” x 24”, 1961, Given in Honor
of Robert and Joey Aldern by
Bob and Mary Child,
Collection of Augustana College
Chapel, Sioux Falls, SD

Ascension, Study for Our
Savior’s Lutheran Church,
Sioux Falls pencil on tracing
paper, 6 ½” x 6”, c. 1959,
Robert and Joey Aldern Papers,
Hovland Center for Liturgical
Arts, Augustana College
Resurrection/Ascension
Study pencil on tracing paper,
25 ¼” x 11 ¾”, 1960, Robert
and Joey Aldern Papers,
Hovland Center for Liturgical
Arts, Augustana College
Christ Casting Out the
Demons panel from the Paul
Rogness Memorial Reredos,
1961, oil on masonite, 8’ x 4’,
Given to Augustana College
by the Luther League of the
American Lutheran Church
The Raising of Lazarus
panel from the Paul Rogness
Memorial Reredos oil on
masonite, 28 ¾” x 90”, 1961,
Given to Augustana College
by the Luther League of the
American Lutheran Church
Five Studies for the Paul
Rogness Memorial Reredos
Ascension, 6 ½” x 3 ¾”,
Christ Mocked, 3” x 7 ¾”,
Christ Knocking at the Door, 4”
x 8”, Tempted, Risen and
Obedient Christ, 3 ¾” x 6 ¾”,
Ascending, Descending Souls
(Last Judgment),
2 ¾” x 7 ¾”, opaque watercolor
on paper, 1961, Collection
of the Artist

Crucifixion
watercolor on paper, 17” x 19”,
1961, Collection of the Artist
Joyous Christmas
opaque watercolor, 6 ½” x 14”,
1962, Collection of the Artist
“Nisi Quis Renatus Fuerit ex
Aqua et Spiritu Sancto non
Potest Introire in
Regnum Dei”
Lettering for south wall, Christ
the King Church, Sioux Falls,
SD, oil and gold leaf on
masonite, 32” x 33 ¼”, ca.
1965, Hovland Center for Liturgical Arts, Augustana College
“Ego te Baptizo in Nomine
Patris et Filii et
Spiritus Sancti”
Lettering for north wall, Christ
the King Church oil and gold
leaf on masonite, 31” x 32 ½”,
ca. 1965, Hovland Center for
Liturgical Arts,
Augustana College
Scale Model for First
Lutheran Church Sanctuary
Wall, St. Peter, MN
oil on balsawood, 26” x 12”,
1965, Hovland Center for
Liturgical Arts,
Augustana College
Preliminary Sketch
for “Seven Gifts of
the Holy Spirit”
for narthex of First
Congregational Church, Rapid
City, SD, pen and red pencil on
paper, 8 ½” x 11”, ca. 1965,
Robert and Joey Aldern Papers,
Hovland Center for Liturgical
Arts, Augustana College

Study for “Seven Gifts
of the Holy Spirit”
for narthex of First
Congregational Church, Rapid
City, SD, pencil on paper, 9” x 8
1/8”, ca. 1965, Robert and Joey
Aldern Papers, Hovland Center
for Liturgical Arts,
Augustana College
Final Study for “Seven Gifts
of the Holy Spirit”
for narthex of First Congregational Church, Rapid City, SD,
color reproduction for study for
stained red oak, 6” x 6”, 1965,
Hovland Center for Liturgical
Arts, Augustana College
It is Finished #13
oil on masonite, 15” x 24”,
1965, Collection of
Richard W. Edie
Preliminary Study for
Stations of the Cross
St. Thomas More Newman
Center at the University of
South Dakota, Vermillion, SD,
pencil on tracing paper, 4 ½” x
14 ½”, 1966, Robert and Joey
Aldern Papers, Hovland Center
for Liturgical Arts,
Augustana College
Preliminary Study for
Stations of the Cross
St. Thomas More Newman
Center at the University of
South Dakota, Vermillion, SD,
pencil on tracing paper, 6” x
13”, 1966, Robert and Joey
Aldern Papers, Hovland Center
for Liturgical Arts,
Augustana College
Layout and Studies for
Stations of the Cross
St. Thomas More Newman
Center at the University of
South Dakota, Vermillion, SD,
pencil on tracing paper,
mounted onto paper, 4 1/8” x
11 3/8”, 1966, Robert and Joey
Aldern Papers, Hovland Center
for Liturgical Arts,
Augustana College

“Who Will Celebrate
and Eat My Bread?”
Central panel of reredos for
International Luther League
Conventions at Seattle, WA,
and Dallas, TX. Original
woodcut print, mounted onto
wood, 82” x 40”, 1967,
Hovland Center for Liturgical
Arts, Augustana College
Final Studies for Reredos,
International Luther League
Conventions at Seattle, WA,
and Dallas, TX
Double Standards, 10” x 6”
Human Dignity, 5 ½” x 9”
Disunion of the 11th Century—
Western & Orthodox; 16th
Century—Reformation, 6” x 6
½” x 6” The End of the Garden
of Delights—Free Will For All,
10” x 5 ½”
“But we’ve Given Her Everything, Where did we Fail?”, 4
¾” x 5” Trinity and Four Symbols of the Evangelists, 9 3/8”
x 4 ¾” photographs of ink and
felt tip pen on paper, ca. 1967,
Robert and Joey Aldern Papers,
Hovland Center for Liturgical
Arts, Augustana College
Crucifixion
linoleum cut relief print, 24” x
35 ½”, 1967, Collection of the
Visual Arts Center, Washington
Pavilion of Arts and Science
Study for Narthex Wall
First Lutheran Church, St.
Peter, MN, pencil on tracing
paper, 27 ¼” x 12 3/8”, 1968,
Hovland Center for Liturgical
Arts, Augustana College
Robert Aldern and Ann E.
Kronlokken Widness
Reredos, Chapel of
Reconciliation,
Augustana College
color photograph of oil on red
oak, 16’ x 24’, 1984,
Robert and Joey Aldern Papers,
Hovland Center for Liturgical
Arts, Augustana College

Lindsay Twa
Director, Eide/Dalrymple Gallery
Augustana College

2

Study for The Last Supper,
Christ the King Church,
Sioux Falls
pencil on tracing paper, 10 ¼”
x 11 ¼”, 1995, Hovland Center
for Liturgical Arts,
Augustana College
“I Want to Live Each Day in
the Clear Knowledge That it
is Your Day, Lord.”
oil and gold leaf on red oak, 20
¾” x 30 ¾”, 1995,
Personal prayer panel; gift of
the South Dakota Synod of the
ELCA to Bishop Norm Eitrheim
in honor of his years of service
Hovland Center for Liturgical
Arts, Augustana College.
The Holy Trinity
Study for oil on masonite
Trinity, Trinity Lutheran Church,
Arlington, SD, reproduction of
pencil, water color on paper,
1996, Collection of Pastor
Loren Odland
Final Studies for
Chancel Reredos
Sanctuary Wall, Gloria Dei
Lutheran Church, Sioux Falls,
SD, subjects left to right, top
to bottom:
Incarnation, Resurrection,
Money Changer, St. Matthew,
St. Mark, Temptation, Sower,
St. Luke, St. John, Fishes and
Loaves, Crucifixion, Baptism,
Holy Communion, Ascension,
pencil, pen, water color on
paper, 4” x 7”, 1996, Robert
and Joey Aldern Papers,
Hovland Center for Liturgical
Arts, Augustana College
The Wedding at Cana
Chancel Reredos, Gloria Dei
Lutheran Church, Sioux Falls,
SD, oil on red oak, 42” x 18”,
1996, Collection of Gloria
Dei Lutheran Church
Pentecost
Chancel Reredos, Gloria Dei
Lutheran Church, Sioux Falls,
SD, oil on red oak, 42” x 18”,
1996, Collection of Gloria Dei
Lutheran Church
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Robert Aldern: Landscapes and Figure Studies
Visual Arts Center, Washington Pavilion of Arts and Science
Portrait of Mrs. Johnson
oil on panel, 48” x 29”, 1956,
Gift of Noreen Groethe,
Permanent Art Collection,
Augustana College
Still Life
oil on panel, 17” x 28”, 1960,
Collection of the Artist
Portrait of Ruth Jones
oil on panel, 39 ½” x 15 ½”,
1962, Gift of Ruth Jones,
Permanent Art Collection,
Augustana College
Untitled (Chair)
acrylic on panel, 29 ½” x 23
¾, 1963, Gift of B. Scott II and
Margaret Reardon, Collection of
the Visual Arts Center
Washington Pavilion of Arts and
Science
37th Street Studio
oil on panel, 23” x 41”, 1964,
Gift of Ardis and Leland Lillehaug, Permanent Art Collection,
Augustana College
Barn Studio (Aldern’s old studio at 37th Street and Western
Avenue) oil on panel, 17” x 24”,
1966, Collection of the Artist
Half-Acre
acrylic on panel, 25” x 31”,
1966, Loaned by South Dakota
Art Museum
Untitled (Still Life)
oil on panel, 13” x 25”, 1967,
Gift of Alice Berry, Collection of
the Visual Arts Center,
Washington Pavilion of
Arts and Science
Downpour
oil on panel, 26 ¾” x 39”,
1967, Loaned by South Dakota
Art Museum
Portrait of Brad
oil on panel, 16” x 13 ¾”,
1967, Collection of the Artist

Edible Earth
watercolor on paper, 26 3/8” x
32 ¼”, 1980, Loaned by South
Dakota Art Museum

Jurors Deliberating
graphite on paper, 7 ¾” x
10 ¼”, 1973, Collection of
University Art Galleries, The
University of South Dakota

South of Roslyn
oil on panel, 36” x 48”, 1980,
Collection of the Artist
Both Sides of the River
oil on panel, 36” x 48”, 1981,
Collection of the Artist

Jurors in Court on Break
graphite on paper, 7 ¾” x
10 ¼”, 1973, Collection of
University Art Galleries, The
University of South Dakota

South of Sioux Falls
oil on panel, 36” x 48”, 1983,
Collection of Bob and Noreen
Groethe

Memories
oil on panel, 34” x 48”, 1974,
Collection of the Artist

Figure in Overstuffed Chair
compressed charcoal on paper,
18” x 24 ½”, 1985, Collection
of the Artist

Night Cattle
oil on panel, 36” x 48”, 1975,
Collection of Lawrence and
Catherine Piersol

Untitled (Bending Figure)
acrylic wash, 7” x 12”, 1985,
Collection of Sandy Jerstad

Bluffs
oil on panel, 38” x 50”, 1975,
Loaned by South Dakota Art
Museum
Study for Mural
(Western Surety Building)
felt tip pen on paper, 11” x 18”,
1976, Collection of Dorothy
Bahnson
Floating Lantern
ink on paper, 26 3/8” x 32 ¼”,
1977, Loaned by South Dakota
Art Museum
Gourd Still Life
felt tip pen on paper, 14” x 14”,
1978, Collection of the Artist
Field of Cattle
oil on panel, 36” x 48”, 1978,
Collection of Lawrence and
Catherine Piersol
Bluffs
oil on panel, 36” x 48”, 1978,
Collection of Dorothy Bahnson
Untitled (Landscape)
oil on panel, 30” x 46”, 1979,
Collection of Carol W. Wright
and Carl Grupp

South Dakota Strata
oil on panel, 48” x 36”, 1986,
Gift of B. Scott II and Margaret
Reardon, Collection of the
Visual Arts Center, Washington
Pavilion of Arts and Science

Sacrificial Landscape
oil on panel, 36” x 48”, 1992,
Collection of the Mikkelson
Library, Augustana College
Sacrificial Landscape is a visible
means of recognizing all those
– past, present, and future
– in whose memory or honor
gifts have been given to the
Mikkelson Library Endowment
Fund. Our heartfelt thanks to
the donors who have made this
fund possible.
Cool Horizon,
but Still Too Hot
oil on panel, 32” x 24”, 1992,
Collection of Bob and Mim
Hazard
Cattle with Dusty Moon
oil on panel, 24” x 18”, 1992,
Collection of Edward and
Eunice Mansfield
Flax Field
oil on panel, 18” x 24”, 1992,
Collection of Lawrence and
Catherine Piersol
Very Near Sisseton
oil on panel, 25” x 30”, 1992,
Collection of Howard and
Eunice Hovland

Untitled (Orange Landscape)
oil on panel, 36” x 48”, 1986,
Collection of Sandy Jerstad

Moon Dried Fields
oil on panel, 20” x 28”, 1992,
Collection of Bonnie Cutts

Untitled (Landscape with
Cattle), oil on panel, 24” x 26”,
1987, Collection of Lawrence
and Catherine Piersol

Clay Lake Beds
oil on panel, 48” x 36”, 1992 –
1997, Collection of the Artist

Evening Land Streams
oil on panel, 23 ½” x 31 ½”,
1988, Collection of Raven
Industries
Landscape Near Aberdeen
oil on panel, 36” x 48”, 1988,
Collection of Dr. Milton and
Marjorie Hanson
Untitled (Green Landscape)
oil on panel, 48” x 36”, 1988,
Collection of Sandy Jerstad
Untitled (Landscape with
Cattle), oil on panel, 21” x 32”,
1991, Collection of Tim
Dougherty and Karen Schreier

Triple Figure
compressed charcoal on paper,
17 ½” x 22”, 1993, Collection
of the Artist
Figure on Floor with Chair
compressed charcoal on paper,
16” x 24”,1993, Collection of
the Artist
Wet April Land
oil on panel, 18”x 24”, 1993,
Collection of Bob and Noreen
Groethe
Looking at North Dakota
oil on panel, 48” x 36”, 1994,
Collection of the Artist

Corn, Wheat and Hay Fields,
or Ode to Grant Wood oil on
panel, 24” x 30”, 1992 – 1995,
Collection of Lawrence and
Catherine Piersol
Figure Cross Legged
graphite on paper, 18 ½” x 22”,
1996, Collection of University
Art Galleries, The University of
South Dakota
Dakota Sky and Land
oil on panel, 48” x 60”, 1997,
Collection of Peter Lieberman
and Carla Fauske
East of Sioux Falls
oil on panel, 15” x 18”, 1997,
Collection of Art and Ruth Olsen
Scrub Alfalfa
oil on panel, 24” x 32”, 1998,
Collection of the Artist
Wetland
oil on panel, 36” x 48”, 1998,
Collection of Sioux Falls
Regional Airport
Plum Sky
oil on panel, 18” x 14” , 1999
– 2000, Collection of Jerome
and Mary Freeman
Sun Just Starting to Set
oil on panel, 26 ½” x 15 ½”,
2001, Collection of the Artist
Untitled (Landscape)
oil on panel, 15 ½” x 21 ½”,
2001, Collection of Jeff and
Sheila Hazard
Walking Into the Red
oil on panel, 22” x 33”, 2001,
Collection of L. Adrien Hannus
Line March to the Middle
oil on panel, 24” x 34”, 2001,
Collection of Bonnie Cutts
First View of the Hills
oil on panel, 13 ½” x 24”. 2006
– 2008, Collection of the Artist
Potato Field
oil on panel, 11 ½” x 21 ½”,
2006 – 2008, Collection
of the Artist
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Portrait of Brad II
watercolor on paper, 13” x 9
½”, 1970, Collection of the
Artist

Mary the Model Modeling
acrylic wash on paper, 14” x
11”, ca. 1972, Collection
of the Artist

1970s - 1980s

Portrait of Ruth Jones, oil on wood, 15 ½” x 39 ½” framed, 1962
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A South Dakota Original
Robert Aldern: Landscapes and Figure Studies
A decade ago, Aldern: The Robert J. Aldern Retrospective Exhibition 1957 – 1997 was jointly exhibited by the
Civic Fine Arts Center and the Eide/Dalrymple Gallery at
Augustana College. Since then the Civic Fine Arts Center was transformed into the Visual Arts Center at the
Washington Pavilion of Arts and Science, and the Eide/
Dalrymple Gallery gained a new home in the Augustana
College Center for Visual Arts. The Visual Arts Center is
once again honored to be working with the Eide/Dalrymple Gallery in organizing this tribute exhibition for one of
South Dakota’s most talented and influential artists and
art educators.
Sioux Falls has changed much over the past ten years,
but it has changed much more over the six decades
during which Robert Aldern left his mark upon the art of
South Dakota. Times may change, but the essence of
the prairie remains constant within our hearts and souls.
That essence is captured within the paintings of Robert
Aldern. Aldern’s landscapes reflect his visionary quest to
seek out Nature’s quietly hidden truths.

Robert Aldern’s art documents his pilgrim’s journey.
His landscapes are just as surely religious icons as the
portraits of religious figures from his church installations.
Aldern’s landscapes are contemplative meditations and
insightful observations of the divine as reflected through
the material world.

to ‘be a designer who draws, a designer who paints,
sculpts, makes prints, works with clay or weaves, etc.’
This, too, has taken a lifetime to try to put into practice,
and I’m still trying.
Now, I accept my failures and keep attempting to resolve some semblance of quality in the completion of
each work. That is what I’d like most—to sense that I
have done some quality work in the end.
—Robert J. Aldern, 1997

…the interpretation of the theme shall be beautiful and
inspiring…. I have no intention of having the meaning
immediately conveyed to the viewer….. This art form
should be conducive to quiet contemplation…it should
not read as a poster or stop sign.
—Robert J. Aldern, 1966
Letter to Altar Group, First Congregational Church, Rapid
City, Robert and Joey Aldern Papers, Hovland Center for
Liturgical Arts, Augustana College

…. The Last Supper painting, a reredos form for the Tabernacle containing the Reservation of the Blessed Sacrament, is meant to serve or
aid the viewers’ spoken
prayers, sung prayers,
and visual prayers.

On the one hand, Robert Aldern’s art can be viewed as
a continuation in a long-standing tradition in American
landscape painting. Aldern paints landscapes, but he is
not a realist painter. His landscapes reflect the poetic
mysticism of Albert Pinkham Ryder (1847 –1917) as well
as the atmospheric Tonalist landscapes of James Abbott
McNeill Whistler (1834 – 1903) and George Inness (1825
-1894). Much like Ryder, Whistler and Inness, Aldern
does not attempt to duplicate mere superficial appearances. His paintings are abstractions that look beyond
the mundane world. They capture the prairie’s mysterious moods, subtle tonalities and spiritual underpinnings.

Study for “Seven Gifts of the
Holy Spirit” for narthex of First
Congregational Church, Rapid
City, pencil on paper, 9” x 8 1/8”,
ca. 1965. Robert and Joey Aldern
Papers, Hovland Center for
Liturgical Arts, Augustana College

Stations of the Cross, oil and gold on masonite, 1966,
St. Thomas More Newman Center at the University of South Dakota,
Vermillion, SD. Photo by Paul Schiller, 2007
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…. It is obvious that as artists we are not the makers
of our God! He has created us and made us. We do,
however, make images that are meant to be aids to worship, to teach us to focus our worship toward seeking
after holiness, truth, and love. Augustine said, ‘Christian
eloquence is to teach in order to instruct, to please in
order to hold, and also, assuredly, to move in order to
convince.’ Religious art is simply visual theology…..
—Robert J. Aldern, “Art and Spirituality,” n.d.

We do need to do something after baptism. This comes
through our day to day work as a journey of faith questioned and searched for with the continual struggle to
live it. My 39 years in liturgical art do make me wonder,
‘Why me, Lord?’ Why am I so privileged that I am
allowed to work my faith in this manner?
With my prayers, I care that the decisions I’ve made for
your church may aid in your own growth in faith.”
—Robert J. Aldern, 1996
Letter to the parish of Christ the King Church, Sioux
Falls, SD, Robert and Joey Aldern Papers, Hovland Center for Liturgical Arts, Augustana College

Still Life, oil on panel, 17” x 28”, 1960, Collection of the Artist

1960s
1960s -- 1970s
1970s
4
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Robert Aldern: Selected Artist Statements
Previous to 1968, I had little interest in painting landscape subject matter. I have always admired those
painters who have given us fine landscape painting
through their own excitedness and great competence as
artists. For a long time I was mainly interested in art
forms related to and in architecture.
The last seven years have provided a more consistently
intense search for an attempt to unify those singularly
developing aspects of my own landscape painting. I
have been looking at landscape spaces, shapes and volumes very much like those spaces, shapes and volumes
on theater stages. I see the mat-like areas around my
paintings as proscenium baffles of vision and my use of
light (location of) influenced by the principles of stereopic vision—light played against a sight baffle—light
played with an illusion to volume—light played into both
(from behind) atmospheric and linear perspective and
light played on objects in spaces from a dual point of
focus located at just about the same spot.
This is where I am at the moment.
—Robert J. Aldern, ca. 1975

Sanctuary with Choir Screen and Eucharistic Panel, oil on red oak,
1995-6, Christ the King Church, Sioux Falls, SD.
Photo by Paul Schiller, 2007

I want my paintings to seed my remaining seasons.
Through the textural changes of plowing, harrowing,
planting, cultivating;
Growing to blossom
And yielding to harvest
To be disked and plowed again
For freezing snow and wind.
Now, resting is the time
For a gathering, scar soaked earth
Later carrying seeds to birth
—Robert J. Aldern, October, 16, 1991
Forty-five years ago I was challenged with the basic
design tenet of ‘less is more,’ and it has taken me a lifetime to understand and practice what it means. I’m still
working on it. Forty-three years ago I was challenged
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The Last Supper, oil on red oak, 16’ x 7.6’, 1995-6, Christ the
King Church, Sioux Falls, SD. Photo by Paul Schiller, 2007

1950s - 1960s
16

Figure on floor with Chair, compressed charcoal on paper, 16” x 24”, 1993, Collection of the Artist

On the other hand, the spirit of 20th century Modernism informs all of Robert Aldern’s art. Although his
landscapes have often been compared to the Color Field
paintings of Mark Rothko (1903 –1970), mid-century
Scandinavian Modernism is at the root of his art.
Aldern’s creative vision is strongly colored by his
mentors Palmer Eide and Harold Spitznagel. Aldern
studied art with Eide at Augustana College, and
Spitznagel incorporated Aldern’s art into his architecture. The cultural legacy of Eide and Spitznagel remains
evident in the Modernist art and architecture of Sioux
Falls. Aldern may be their most significant artistic heir.
His paintings display extremely well on the walls of a
Spitznagel home or office building decorated with
handmade fiber art and studio ceramics. Aldern’s
paintings have the same geometry and design sense as
Danish Modern furniture. They fit well within the now
very popular Eames Era aesthetic.

are anything but simple to create. His painting method
is time consuming and laborious. Aldern applies
numerous layers of glazing, sanding, and re-glazing to
create an infinite profusion of fine details with subtle
variations of line, color and tonality. He works
exceedingly hard to make his art look easy.
Robert Aldern’s artistic vision has remained remarkably
consistent over the past six decades. He continues to
follow that vision. If any one artist has captured the true
spirit of South Dakota, then that artist must surely be
Robert Aldern.

Howard DaLee Spencer
Curator, Visual Arts Center
Washington Pavilion of Arts and Science

Drawings and figurative works by Aldern are also
included in the part of the exhibition that is on display
at the Visual Arts Center. His line drawings are freely
rendered, elegant in line and lyrical in form.
Subtlety and apparent simplicity are integral to
understanding Aldern’s creative process. Although his art
may at first glance appear simple, Aldern’s landscapes

5

“The Simplicity of the Color Being So Earthy”: Robert Aldern’s Life in Art. An interview by Jared Aldern, continued...
JDA: So it’s a landscape that lends itself to a two-dimensional medium, or calls for it.
RJA: Yes.
JDA: You’ve already talked around it a little, but how would you
characterize your attitude or thoughts about the landscape in South
Dakota?
RJA: First of all, surprisingly to me, it’s a very loving space. It’s
quiet; if you drive west from here you’ll find the most quiet spaces,
with cattle roaming, barely moving, nibbling the grass. You’ll see
large herds, individual animals and groups of animals blending
themselves in with the plains and the strata of the ground. And
the color itself is so beautiful from one season to the next. It’s so
earthy. I end up taking a lot of color cues from South Dakota. It’s
the simplicity of the color being so earthy – dirtier blues, dirtier
greens, dirtier yellows, dirtier magentas, dirtier oranges. So I put
complements into the colors to grade them down. Complements
and a sister or brother color – something very close to it. So, in
other words, if you were using blue-violet, you could mix in redviolet and that would give it enough of a kick of a range. Then you
weaken the red violet with some yellow green and the blue violet
with some orange and some yellows. So you intermix and you
degrade it to a certain extent. If you mix too much you simply get
muddy. But you use enough to keep a sense of the color.
JDA: I saw a book of poetry in your studio the other day, and it had
this line in it. What do you think about the statement, “There can
be no beauty without faith”?
RJA: I think it’s a pretty good statement. But it can be, “There can
be no beauty without faith in something.” Whether that means a
theological faith, or a faith in humanity, or care for environment, or
whatever it might be. I think you have to have some real sincere
cares in order to make it work.
JDA: In order to produce something beautiful?
RJA: I think so. Otherwise you don’t have an in-depth enough
care about something, a thorough enough search in your own mind
and heart to sense the work’s need and its value to humanity and
its value to you. It becomes a waste of time and the painting has
no value. At least for the painter. If I don’t have a need, a love,
a care, a depth, a concern, for some kind of subject or content, I
don’t think I could paint it. Therefore I enjoy a lot of theological
subject matter – how to solve it, paint it, find its usefulness in an
educative sense, in a spiritual sense for anyone else, and in a value-

sense in terms of the quality of the painting.
JDA: Tell me a little about the Center for Liturgical Art – how it
started and where it’s going.
RJA: Okay. For years and years and years, Palmer Eide and Ogden
Dalrymple had a dream to have a Center for Liturgical Art. The
individual professors would get the commissions and designs, and
the students would help produce the work. Then Palmer passed on
and Dal passed on and I graduated and came back, and eventually
taught at Augie after teaching at South Dakota State and South
Dakota U. They were nice enough to give me a couple of rooms,
when I retired, to stay there as a producing artist with no obligation
to teach. I thought, wow, this is a perfect opportunity. I owe it to
them and I owe it to Palmer and I owe it to myself to have a Center
for Liturgical Art. That would be a center where you could have
committees or clergy – Catholic, Protestant, Jewish, whatever –
come to a place and sit down and talk about liturgical art needs for
their place of worship, and whether they should do something. And
if they should do something, why? And in the center, I would have
a series of names of artists so that I could refer the clergy to them
– muralists, mosaists, frescoists, sculptors, silversmiths, weavers –
all kinds of artists who were competent and that we could
recommend.
JDA: And when was the Center established?
RJA: I retired in 1991, and it’s been going since.
JDA: And how has it been going? Do you have a good network of
people?
RJA: It’s been wonderful. People have been introduced to different artists and architects, and artists have been able to meet new
clients. I say, “Why don’t you give this particular person a call, or
I’ll call them for you, and we’ll get a meeting set up.” And we have
a place for them to meet, in my studio. I’m not interested in taking
their commissions or part of a commission or money from them.
I’m interested in serving – because Augustana provides me with
free heat, light, water, and rent, I have at least some obligation to
do something for the school.
JDA: Well, it’s probably time for a break, but I can’t resist asking
you the last question, which is, what is your favorite color?
RJA: My favorite color, Jared, is green.
JDA: Green?
RJA: Green. Not because that means money. Quite the contrary.
Early on, I really remember my first days of interest in drawing and
so forth were on the farm, and in the drought we had a lot of dust
and dirt. Even the grass, even the snow was dirty in winter – we
had so much dust on the ground that we got it in the winter. But,
we had a stained glass window in the old farmhouse and up above
that was a cut-glass window with little beveled edges on it, and
you got prismatic effects of color coming out of there – purples and
yellows and magentas and greens. Even in the wintertime, and I
couldn’t figure out where these things were coming from – but I
suppose it was picking up something within the house: it could have
been patterns in the floor, it could have been somebody’s apparel or
something. But the green struck me and I always just enjoyed the
green and the look of it, the coolness of it, the warmth of it.

Looking at North Dakota, oil on panel, 48” x 36”, 1994, Collection of the Artist

JDA: You had an answer. I thought you were going to toss that one
off and tell me, something like, you know, burnt umber or ultramarine blue.
RJA: No, in fact if it had to be a particular green I’d have to say it’s
thalo green. Thalophecaline.

Untitled (landscape), oil on panel, 30” x 46”, 1979,
Collection of Carol W. Wright and Carl Grupp

JDA: All right – thank you, sir.
RJA: Thank you.
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“The Simplicity of the Color Being So Earthy”: Robert Aldern’s Life in Art. An interview by Jared Aldern, continued...
system where, if I have that many paintings started, there’s nothing
that prevents me from going right to work when I go to the studio
and start painting, because one of them has to strike me. I say,
that needs that, and that needs that, I’ll work on that one right
now. It took me a while to learn to do that, because I would go to
the studio and pick up a painting and sit there and look at it, and
pretty soon you’d find out half an hour or an hour had gone by, and
you’re still sitting on your duff. And not much had been accomplished except musing. So this way, it’s very helpful to have them
around and pretty much know that the next day when you get there
you’re going to work on – that one. Then when you come in, if you
change your mind, you’ve got the one next to it.
JDA: So that’s the advantage of having several going at once.
RJA: That’s right. I like to work in series.
JDA: And once you select the one to work on… give me an example
of a problem you’d want to work on.
RJA: Okay, it could well be that I want more depth in one, or one
is coming along where it has a sense of depth. And I like to put a
border on my paintings, a painted border, so that it has a sense of

RJA: Yes, I’ve done that with several. I enjoy hanging them in
the house or the studio for a while, maybe for a couple of years if
they’re around that long, and then flipping them. It’s fun to see
them that way.
JDA: To get back to what you were saying about the painted frame
or baffle, you present a scene almost as a theatrical scene.
RJA: Yes, it’s similar to theatrics.
JDA: So we can think of it as a realistic scene, say of the plains, and
yet you are still able to play with formal elements because of the
way it’s framed.
RJA: That is correct. And I want to be very conscious of the fact
that I have two dimensions, regardless of what I want to pictorially show. I’ve got an up and a down and a left and a right and it’s
a flat surface. I don’t violate that, pictorially, too much, by trying
to go way into the place in depth in some literal sense. If I can
do it in an optical sense, that’s fine: the colors adjust their ranges
and I can take something back by diminishing their intensity and
they get more earthy until finally they absorb into the atmosphere
until they’re so lacking in intensity and brilliance that they just fade
away.
JDA: And this is what you’re doing by working with so many layers
and glazes.
RJA: That helps you to do it. I purposely might start out with some
bright color but then begin to mute it away with overlays. So I get
little areas poking through. A red that hovered there to begin with
starts mumbling nicely, trying to get out, but I sense that I’m not
hurting it, that I’m comfortable with the mumbling.

A South Dakota Original
Robert Aldern: Celebrating a Life in Liturgical Art
It must be a humbling, perhaps terrifying,
experience to put into image the face of God. That is
the responsibility of the liturgical artist. The details of
the job, however, encompass infinitely more and less.
The artist must respond to and fulfill the needs of
disparate congregations, creating an image that is not
only an artist’s individual vision, but also a collective
statement for a particular congregation and a particular
worship space. What a challenge! What a risk! The
alternative of bypassing this challenge, however, is
infinitely more dreary. What if every image of Christ
was the same reproduced chromolithograph of a blond
man with blue eyes?

Robert Aldern had the good fortune of beginning his art
career in the 1950s at the same time that liturgical art
was being reinvigorated in the United States.

JDA: What do you have against depicting three-dimensional space?

Paul Rogness Memorial Reredos, oil on masonite, 1961, Installed
at Augustana College Chapel-gymnasium, 1964. Robert and Joey
Aldern Papers, Hovland Center for Liturgical Arts, Augustana College

staging. So that you come to a flat baffled edge and that you can
peer inside and there’s a little tapered edge inside of the border and
it’s almost like a stage. You pictorially, visually, enter the scene. I
like to do two things so that it almost contradicts itself, but I have
fun choosing whether it should go more realistically visual or whether it should go more two-dimensionally oriented in the sense of
shape. So I like to see a literal scene with strong horizontal bands.
It gives me a little Mondrian – a type of horizontal-layout simplicity
– one relationship of space and shape to another: stacked vertically or running horizontally. It gives you the satisfaction of asking
whether it’s too strongly one way or the other, if it’s too strongly
abstract or too strongly literal, or whether they’re contradicting so
much that they don’t work. And then it would be color scheme. Of
all the multiple color schemes one can utilize, I do like to have a
planned color scheme to start with, then let it fade and use more
earthy tones. My work would probably be called mostly muted.
Once in a while I’ve done something very bright – but not usually –
for the purpose of lending itself to a more planal sense: foreground,
midground, background depreciating into atmosphere and sky.
JDA: And yet foreground can turn into background and vice versa,
which is one of the reasons you can flip your paintings. Like you
say, you can sign them in both corners.

RJA: Nothing at all. I enjoy it. I like to do portraiture, I like to
do figure painting. If you treat it so that the figure is within the
space, laid out so that it absorbs both background and foreground
and doesn’t float around, stays there and doesn’t look like painted
sculpture, it’s a painted figure and you still acknowledge that it’s in
the space it’s in – which is a two-dimensional surface with a threedimensional illusion. You can do that with some trials and errors
and attempts and it will work. But every painting is a trial-anderror puzzle. You don’t know what’s going to happen with it.

RJA: Very much so. Either I lend myself to it or it lends itself to
me very easily. But if you observe what’s around you and you look
into North Dakota or you look into Iowa or Minnesota or west from
here to the edge of the Hills, it’s basically flat. It’s a terrain that
you’ll see interrupted by groves of trees – or little undulations of
hills where you see rows of grain or corn moving up and down and
you immediately think of a Grant Wood type of undulation of space,
but then you know that you’re not in Iowa where he’s painting and
you know that you’re not Grant Wood so you get back to reality and
you’d just like to straighten all that out – and acknowledge the fact
that it’s flatter here.
JDA: Do you think that Grant Wood, painting in eastern South Dakota, would have come up with a flatter representation?
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Aldern had returned to Sioux Falls in 1957 following his
service in the United States Air Force and
completing a BFA at Hartford Art School in Hartford,
CT. He began work as a draftsman for leading architect
Harold Spitznagel and also established the Aldern Art
Studio. Both helped launch his lifelong career as an
architectural and liturgical artist-consultant. In 1958,
Aldern assisted Spitznagel in the completion of St.
Mary’s Catholic Church, Sioux Falls, creating an
award-winning sound baffle over the pulpit and
additional architectural details. The following year,
Aldern firmly established himself as a liturgical artist by
creating a 36’ x 16’ Ascension mural behind the altar of
Our Savior’s Lutheran Church, Sioux Falls.
Aldern’s philosophy and approach to his liturgical
commissions align closely with the liturgical arts
movement and Roman Catholic statements of visual
renewal. In describing his liturgical art, Aldern will
frequently emphasize the work’s role as a visual prayer
that is a part of the entire worship setting along with
spoken and sung prayers. In addition to serving the
liturgy appropriately, the renewal of the liturgical arts
also embraced the idea that quality original art should
be capable of “bearing the weight of mystery, awe,
reverence and wonder” expressed in the liturgy and in
the worshipper’s experience with God. Many
congregations and visitors who experience Aldern’s
liturgical commissions have observed that much of the
importance and power of his art comes from its subtle
complexities: one can always find something new that
can reveal additional interpretations with every
viewing.

JDA: Would you say that the South Dakota landscape and the horizontal character of the plains influenced your paintings in a formal
way?

RJA: If Grant Wood were here in eastern South Dakota, I think he’d
look for undulated areas. Certainly we have some wooded areas
and nice little hills that move up and down and so forth. He’d find
them, because you paint what you’re attracted to. If you’re not attracted to it you don’t paint it. I don’t know. It would be fun to see
what he would have done with a really good look at North Dakota or
South Dakota and their nice planal forms.

The growing liturgical arts movement sought to reconnect modern art and architecture to liturgical function, viewing it as a form of visual theology: the liturgy
was art and art could be an intrinsic component of the
liturgy. Numerous congregations, generations of worshippers and countless visitors who have experienced
Aldern’s work in situ have benefited from this confluence that has resulted in nearly a half century’s worth of
work.

Sanctuary of Our Savior’s Lutheran Church, Sioux Falls, SD
oil and gold leaf on brick, 36’ x 16’, 1959,
black and white photograph, Robert and Joey Aldern Papers,
Hovland Center for Liturgical Arts, Augustana College

A recent commission illustrates this point. In
celebration of the church’s 50th anniversary in 2004,
the congregation of St. Mark’s Lutheran Church, Sioux

7

els anew. In visiting numerous other churches that
house Aldern’s works, you would find clergy and
congregation enthusiastically expressing similar
sentiments about the living presence of his
liturgical art. All of his liturgical works invite and
even demand sustained contemplation.

Aldern working on commission for St. Mark’s Lutheran Church,
Sioux Falls, 2004. Photograph courtesy of Robert and Joey Aldern

Falls, commissioned Aldern to create a triptych to hang
in the church’s narthex. Aldern worked with the
congregation to create an image not only symbolizing
St. Mark’s gospel, but also encompassing the diversity
and outreach missions of their community. For example,
the presence of a wheelchair in the left panel becomes
an emblem both for aging members and also for the
congregation’s relationship with Bethany Lutheran Home
and Children’s Care Hospital and School. One might also
note, however, that the wheelchair is empty: its
occupant’s identity is not tied to this tool and the figure
has joined the crowd at Christ’s right hand.
In another viewing of the triptych, one might be struck
by the subdued and musing nature of the numerous
figures, who do not necessarily acknowledge one
another or even the vision of Christ above them.
Instead, the figures exhibit qualities and complexities
much deeper than simple smiles or an outward display
of joy—what one might expect for a welcoming entrance
panel. Aldern gives us a more expansive statement
than just the partial quote of Mark 9:50, “have peace
one with another.” This call for peace acknowledges the
distinct character and service of individuals, and the
sometimes solitary paths this can produce. Likewise,
Aldern’s figures stand in a crowd, but do not necessarily
engage with each other. In preparing for this exhibition,
I had the welcomed opportunity of being invited to participate in a Sunday adult forum where members of St.
Mark’s shared with me many similar observations, which
invoked new questions that kept them seeing these pan-

St. Mark’s narthex triptych was to be Aldern’s last
commission. In his studio, however, hangs a sign:
“Old artists never die, they just draw flies.” Aldern
can still be found working away in his studio at
Augustana College, cookie jar and coffee pot at the
ready for anyone to drop in. Since his “last
commission,” Aldern has created narthex panels for
Augustana Lutheran and Messiah New Hope
Lutheran of Sioux Falls. In the fall of 2007, Aldern
designed and executed a panel, Caring Hands, for
Avera McKennan Hospice. He continues to produce
small luminous landscapes. And just as the final
pages of this catalogue were getting ready to go to
press, the red oak flooring arrived for his latest commission, a large triptych (the center panel will be 7’ x
4’) for the narthex of the new addition to Our

“The Simplicity of the Color Being So Earthy”: Robert Aldern’s Life in Art. An interview by Jared Aldern, continued...

masonite, sometimes with a Gesso ground or with a titanium or a
zinc white prime. I put the oil on thinly, very thin coats, and then
do the same thing – I cover a thin coat of paint with varnish, and
then more thin paint, and then more varnish, and then more thin
paint and then more varnish. So you’re building layer after layer
after layer of glaze after glaze after glaze. I would go to maybe
seven or eight coats of varnish with paint, and I would get [it] to
be about the luster that I like and I would leave it.

JDA: What’s the largest work you’ve ever completed?
RJA: Well, I have several walls that happen to be similar widths and
heights – 36 feet by 19 feet wide. I had one at the Plains Clinic,
one at Our Savior’s Lutheran, there’s one at First Lutheran Church

JDA: Do you get an effect of depth from that?
RJA: Yes, that’s what I felt for me. I think each painter makes
those decisions – what would be satisfactory for him or her in regards to what would be sufficient depth.
JDA: Why masonite instead of canvas?
RJA: Very inexpensive. You used to be able to get for four and
a half dollars a four-foot by eight-foot, quarter-inch thick piece of
masonite from a lumberyard in those early days. And now it’s still
fairly inexpensive – I forget what the costs are now. At that time I
liked very much to paint on the untempered, because it was more
fibrous. Tempered masonite was denser and a little smoother, but
the paint would absorb into the untempered faster – it would bond,
grip. Then – painting and glazing, painting and glazing.

Baptism, oil on Masonite, 1966, Danebod Lutherian Church, Tyler, MN

in St. Peter, Minnesota. I have one now approximately that same –
maybe not quite that high, and a little bit wider – but the same kind
of square-foot area out at Gloria Dei Lutheran in Sioux Falls. Those
are the larger ones.
JDA: And what piece, of any size, would you say has presented you
with the most challenges – in terms of design or execution?
RJA: I suppose when you get into multiples. Instead of having one
large painting or one large wall, you use a group of paintings in a
modular sort of sense, or a scale or proportion that would be fitting
to one another. And I would say Gloria Dei has been one of the
tougher ones to solve. That’s more vertically planned. I’ve done
others more horizontally planned.
JDA: Would the Augustana Chapel be an example of one that’s
more horizontally planned?
RJA: Right. The interesting thing, now that we’re talking about it,
is I had a wall 60 feet long and 11 feet high in a building, an insurance company, and after a number of years they sold the building
and the people who bought it just had the wall ripped off. It was
of vinyl fabric of different shapes and over-painted, and it was of
no use to them, because they had an entirely different interest that
they brought into the building. That was a very large horizontal
wall. And then I had one large vertical wall in a clinic. The clinic
moved and another kind of business bought the building and bulldozed the wall. So, the price of public art. If you’ve documented
it enough and have the photographs for yourself, at least you have
the record that you’ve done it, and the memory of it. It was fun.
JDA: It would be nice to have some pieces of those walls.
RJA: It would have been, but in both cases I didn’t know it was
happening. And I happened to have painting contractors that I
knew who later said, “Hey, I hate to tell you this, but they just
ripped it off the wall… I hate to tell you this but I was in there and
they were just bulldozing the wall down.” No, they don’t get ahold
of you and say, “We’re going to take your wall down, would you like
something?”
JDA: When you’re working in your studio on your own stuff, and by
that I mean non-commissioned work, what sorts of problems and
issues do you think about in your drawing and painting these days?

Reredos oil on red oak, 21’ x 14’, 1997, Gloria Dei Lutheran
Church, Sioux Falls, SD. Photo by Paul Schiller, 2007
Aldern studying preliminary drawing and St. Mark’s panel, 2004.
Photograph courtesy of Robert and Joey Aldern
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RJA: I’m doing a series of landscapes now, about twenty-seven
panels that I have. And I purposely do that. I’ve developed a
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It was interesting working with those two individuals. They seemed
to be very good friends, good companions who worked nicely
together, one in the two-dimensional and one in the three-dimensional field.

so I had six or seven years on the college freshmen. I got a family
started, and that was maturing enough to make me bear down. I
had the fortunate opportunity to work for a mechanical engineering
firm as a draftsman to make ends meet, along with my G.I. Bill.

JDA: They were pretty important influences on your early work?

JDA: Did you get much sleep?

RJA: Very important influences. Certainly Dalrymple has influenced
me to this day with my drawing, and Palmer has influenced me very
greatly with my interest in architectural and liturgical art. So, two
very strong, lasting influences.

RJA: Oh, I probably didn’t have to have. Five, six hours were
plenty of sleep at that time.
JDA: Can you describe the work that went to the Venice Biennale?
RJA: They were paintings that were done in oil on masonite. I had
done them for the International Lutheran Youth Conference in Miami
for 1961. When that was over and they were returned to me, I had
an opportunity to send them to this exhibit – we sent slides and
they were accepted. They were all of a religious nature, and I was
very pleased to have them sent there.
JDA: Didn’t a famous actor buy a painting from you once?
RJA: Oh, Vincent Price. He had been asked and I think employed
by Sears Roebuck, when they had an art collection, to be the selector or critic and choose those pieces. He was going to museums
around the country and he was in Sioux City at the time that I had
some work there. He chose a couple of mine, one to go in the collection and one that he wanted himself. So it was a delight and an
honor, and I hope they still have it to this day. We did write after
his death, and his daughter acknowledged that they still had the
piece in their own collection.

Savior’s Lutheran in Sioux Falls. Aldern’s liturgical art
has come full circle, returning as a mature artist with a
powerful vision to the church where it all began almost
fifty years ago.
In assessing his career, Aldern is ever the gracious and
humble craftsman, eschewing proclamations of success
and compliments of mastery. Rather, he will quietly
tell you how blessed he has been to have served so
many congregations and wondrously privileged to have
united his faith with his vocation. It is therefore with
great pleasure that the Eide/Dalrymple Gallery presents
“Robert Aldern: Celebrating a Life in Liturgical Art.” This
exhibition assembles examples of Aldern’s liturgical art,
pairing it with his preliminary drawings and final
proposals from his earliest works, such as the 1959
Ascension of Our Savior’s Lutheran Church, to some of
his most recent commissions. Complementing Aldern’s
paintings and drawings are photographs and banners of
in situ examples that capture in a small way what it is

like to experience Aldern’s work as a part of a carefully
designed, vibrant worship environment. These
photographs have been drawn from the Hovland
Center for Liturgical Arts at Augustana College with new
photography generously donated by Paul Schiller. It is
hoped that visitors to this exhibition will be inspired to
seek out these churches in Sioux Falls and the
surrounding region and experience firsthand not only
Aldern’s lifelong combining of art and faith, but also the
region’s commitment to quality liturgical art.
Lindsay J. Twa
Director, Eide/Dalrymple Gallery
Augustana College

JDA: Can you describe that painting?

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. speaking before the Paul Rogness
Memorial Reredos, black and white photograph, 1961,
Archives of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America

JDA: After studying for a while at Augustana, why did you see it
necessary to go to school at Hartford?
RJA: Because I finished Augie, and then the military was on our
case, and we had to fulfill an obligation. I went into the Air Force,
and served my time there. Between the time that I had spent in
the Naval Reserve while I was going to Augustana and the time
that I’d spent active in the Air Force, I was able to get out early,
and then went back to school. I wanted to study stained glass, so
I took a little leave time, went to Boston to interview with Charles
Connicks, who does stained glass. He interviewed with a number
of us at the same time – I think there were six or eight of us – we
asked a lot of questions, and I asked the question, “Well, when do
you get to do some of the designing?” A very curt, sharp answer
came back, “We have our own designers.” And I thought, “Woo,
okay, so I’m just going to be a glass cutter or leader or something.”
I wanted a little more than that. I decided that was enough of that.
I’d stopped in Hartford, Connecticut, to see some friends I’d made
in the military who were artists – Wick and George Knaus, identical
twins, and excellent painters. They were going to the University of
Hartford, or at that time, Hartford Art School. We stopped there
and I interviewed with Dean Heinrich Mayer, and I decided that was
the place I wanted to go. I liked what I saw, liked what I heard, I
liked the caliber of work, and I’m grateful to this day that I made
that choice.
JDA: How would you describe your experience at Hartford in comparison or contrast to your studies at Augustana?
RJA: I was very glad for what I had at Augie because it gave me an
advantage to start at a more in-depth level in the program, and to
learn more readily. I’d been out of college and out of the military,

RJA: It was a pine tree, oil on masonite, much like one that I still
have somewhere, called The March Pine. [Please note that in a subsequent conversation RJA corrected himself – the painting Vincent
Price acquired was a portrait of his daughter Noreen Aldern Groethe
as a child, entitled Sad Girl – JDA]
JDA: You still work on masonite, though I think mainly in acrylic.
What is it that you like about that medium?
RJA: I like to lay in rapidly with acrylic. I use both, actually. There
are a couple of ways I work. Acrylic dries so fast that I use it with a
lot of water, and thin. Then it sets up and you get to glaze by laying
one thin color over another thin color, after it’s dry, over another
thin color after it’s dry, over another thin color after it’s dry. So you
get an in-depth kind of fullness of color that you don’t get simply by
putting one color down, with an opaque over it. Obviously, if you
put one opaque over another opaque, you’re simply covering it up
and you’re not doing much. So it’s sort of a dry glazing process. A
wet glazing process is where I use oil paint. Still I like painting on

Tempted, Risen and Obedient Christ, Study for the Paul Rogness
Memorial Reredos, 1961, opaque watercolor on paper,
3 ¾” x 6 ¾”, Collection of the Artist
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Have Peace One with Another –Mark 9:50, St. Mark’s Lutheran Church, Sioux Falls, 2004,
color photograph of oil on red oak, 7’ 4” x 10’ 4”, Hovland Center for Liturgical Arts, Augustana College
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Aldern Overview
I really wasn’t sure what I was volunteering for, when
David Merhib and Howard Spencer asked me to photograph some of Bob Aldern’s work at various locations
throughout the region.
There were several challenges with such a project: the
time to do it right, the ability to capture Bob’s work
properly, and finally the lighting conditions available at
each location.
I knew that Bob’s work was widely received by churches
throughout the area. I soon found out how well and

how widely. Naturally, there were many locations in
Sioux Falls. Then I discovered two locations in Vermillion
at the Newman Center and at the Luther Center. I found
paintings of his at the Danebod Lutheran Church in Tyler,
Minnesota that date back to 1968, and then I found a
wonderful masterpiece in brick relief in St. Peter,
Minnesota.
This has been a wonderful project. I have discovered
the greatness of Bob Aldern and his work. What amazes
me is the size and the scope of his art. In all but a
couple of locations, the art has become a truly very
important aspect of the structure and its environment. The other discovery about Bob’s
talent is his ability to create so many different
mediums in such a grand scale.
The grand scale of his work is beautifully illustrated at Gloria Dei Lutheran, Our Savior’s
Lutheran, the Augustana Chapel in Sioux Falls,
and at First Lutheran in St. Peter, Minnesota.
Yet, Bob has created the fourteen Stations
of the Cross at St. Mary’s Catholic Church in
Sioux Falls in a very intimate fashion. I would
have to say, though, the work that totally
stopped me in my tracks was located at Christ
the King in Sioux Falls. You just have to go
and experience it.
We are honored to have such a well respected,
versatile and talented artist in our community.
He has set the bar high for us all.
Paul Schiller
Photo-Artist

“The Simplicity of the Color Being So Earthy”:
Robert Aldern’s Life in Art. An interview by Jared Aldern
The following is a transcript of an interview with my father about
his development as an artist – about artists and teachers who
have influenced him, techniques he uses, and issues he tackles in
his drawing and painting. The discussion ranges from names and
dates through questions of design to feelings about landscape and
theological subject matter. We talked on a warm evening in August
2000 in his living room in Sioux Falls, South Dakota. I’m JDA and
he’s RJA.
JDA: Okay, let’s start with the first art you ever exhibited. Tell me
about the first art you ever exhibited.
RJA: I suppose that goes back to grade school – grade five, and a
teacher by the name of Miss Schlater. She allowed me – I was chosen and I felt wonderful about it – to do the Christmas corner of the
blackboard. And I was allowed colored chalks to draw a Christmas
scene of my own choosing and own design. So I think one could
call that my first commission.
JDA: What sort of scene did you draw?
RJA: Oh, it was a typical snow scene.
Christmas kids and sleds and, I imagine, my
friends and brothers and I doing skiing-performances off our little two-foot jumps that
we built, and as colorful clothing as I could
put on. And a lot of white snow.
JDA: You were in Sioux Falls by fifth grade?
RJA: Yes, Longfellow Grade School.

Robert Aldern, 1951, yearbook
photograph, Augustana College

JDA: As a young man you took a
trip to California on a motorcycle.
What was that like?

RJA: I was a sophomore in
college. A friend of mine had bought a Harley and rode out to
California to study with Jean Charlot, a frescoist, a mural painter.
We had known about him through my prof, Palmer Eide at
Augustana. We studied at the San Diego Balboa Arts Gallery, the
museum. We had six weeks with Jean Charlot and learned some
fresco painting. I was very excited about it.

RJA: You would do drawings. You’d make up a composition for
your own panel, make up your own proportion for the fresco
medium, and then draw up a cartoon that he would approve. He
showed different people different ways of transferring the cartoon
onto the wet material which was the surface to paint on, the sand
and the plaster mixed together. We would paint, and he would
come along to see how it worked. We had a number of those panels
– you had to work rapidly, because the plaster would dry out, and if
it gets too dry, it doesn’t absorb, it doesn’t pull in. By the very fact
that it was moist, it would suck the pigment into the plaster. It’s a
very lovely medium. I’d like to do more—I’ve never done a mural in
the fresco medium. I’ve worked with many other media, but would
enjoy doing a fresco.
JDA: What did the students think of Charlot as a teacher?
RJA: I think they all thought that he probably should have told us
more, but we were so enthused, because he also did
demonstrations. You learned as much from his demonstrations as
from your own inability. He was a very kind, interesting man, a
very intelligent man, though he didn’t impart a lot of information
other than simple technical terms.
JDA: How long was that class?
RJA: It was a six-week course at San Diego.

RJA: Darrel Erickson. A really good mechanic, and an excellent
artist, so I valued him to protect our problems with the vehicle and
to be a really good buddy, which he remains to this time in my life.
JDA: That was quite a trip in those days, wasn’t it?
A cross-country trip on a Harley?

JDA: Is Darrel an artist today?
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JDA: What was his class like?

JDA: What was your friend’s name?

RJA: It was indeed. We saw a few motorcycles, and we all waved
at one another. There weren’t any large groups or motorcycle
bands or gangs or anything like that, that we were aware of.
Everybody was nice to us and enjoyed us, and we enjoyed the
whole thing that way.

Christ the Builder, oil on red oak, ca. 1966, St. Thomas More Newman Center at the
University of South Dakota, Vermillion, SD. Photo by Paul Schiller, 2007

RJA: Yeah, that was Palmer Eide, my main prof at Augustana. He
had showed us how to do a fresco panel, prepare a panel. It was
about a two-foot by three-foot plaster mixture. We painted with dry
earth colors, and he showed us how to do a fresco. He had known
about Charlot. He had introduced us to Charlot, and then we were
able to get Charlot to come to Augustana. So we met him, and
even enjoyed him more, and decided from that experience that we
would study with him in San Diego the next summer, the summer
of 1949.

RJA: Darrel is an artist and does a lot of very fine work. He has
some watercolors and some oils that he’s done – there’s one, well,
many of them, but one in particular that I’d fight him for, I like it so
much. No, he’s an excellent artist. But he made his living by
building Rushmore Mobile Homes. So he was not only a talented
artist but he was a talented craftsman and mechanic.
JDA: And what got you interested in Charlot? That’s a long ways to
go, to San Diego.
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Double photograph of Robert Aldern in his studio, ca. 1965.
Photograph courtesy of Robert and Joey Aldern

JDA: Tell me about some of your Augustana professors. You
mentioned Palmer Eide.
RJA: Yes. Palmer Eide had an Augustana and a Yale background.
And there was Ogden Dalrymple, who was a sculptor. Palmer was a
painter, who had at first wanted to be an architect. He had a lot of
architectural background and good technical drawing skills.
Dalrymple was from the University of Michigan. He’d been an
Olympic swimmer – very well-built, and a big fellow.
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dates through questions of design to feelings about landscape and
theological subject matter. We talked on a warm evening in August
2000 in his living room in Sioux Falls, South Dakota. I’m JDA and
he’s RJA.
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about the first art you ever exhibited.
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blackboard. And I was allowed colored chalks to draw a Christmas
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call that my first commission.
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Photograph courtesy of Robert and Joey Aldern

JDA: Tell me about some of your Augustana professors. You
mentioned Palmer Eide.
RJA: Yes. Palmer Eide had an Augustana and a Yale background.
And there was Ogden Dalrymple, who was a sculptor. Palmer was a
painter, who had at first wanted to be an architect. He had a lot of
architectural background and good technical drawing skills.
Dalrymple was from the University of Michigan. He’d been an
Olympic swimmer – very well-built, and a big fellow.

“The Simplicity of the Color Being So Earthy”: Robert Aldern’s Life in Art. An interview by Jared Aldern, continued...
It was interesting working with those two individuals. They seemed
to be very good friends, good companions who worked nicely
together, one in the two-dimensional and one in the three-dimensional field.

so I had six or seven years on the college freshmen. I got a family
started, and that was maturing enough to make me bear down. I
had the fortunate opportunity to work for a mechanical engineering
firm as a draftsman to make ends meet, along with my G.I. Bill.

JDA: They were pretty important influences on your early work?

JDA: Did you get much sleep?

RJA: Very important influences. Certainly Dalrymple has influenced
me to this day with my drawing, and Palmer has influenced me very
greatly with my interest in architectural and liturgical art. So, two
very strong, lasting influences.

RJA: Oh, I probably didn’t have to have. Five, six hours were
plenty of sleep at that time.
JDA: Can you describe the work that went to the Venice Biennale?
RJA: They were paintings that were done in oil on masonite. I had
done them for the International Lutheran Youth Conference in Miami
for 1961. When that was over and they were returned to me, I had
an opportunity to send them to this exhibit – we sent slides and
they were accepted. They were all of a religious nature, and I was
very pleased to have them sent there.
JDA: Didn’t a famous actor buy a painting from you once?
RJA: Oh, Vincent Price. He had been asked and I think employed
by Sears Roebuck, when they had an art collection, to be the selector or critic and choose those pieces. He was going to museums
around the country and he was in Sioux City at the time that I had
some work there. He chose a couple of mine, one to go in the collection and one that he wanted himself. So it was a delight and an
honor, and I hope they still have it to this day. We did write after
his death, and his daughter acknowledged that they still had the
piece in their own collection.

Savior’s Lutheran in Sioux Falls. Aldern’s liturgical art
has come full circle, returning as a mature artist with a
powerful vision to the church where it all began almost
fifty years ago.
In assessing his career, Aldern is ever the gracious and
humble craftsman, eschewing proclamations of success
and compliments of mastery. Rather, he will quietly
tell you how blessed he has been to have served so
many congregations and wondrously privileged to have
united his faith with his vocation. It is therefore with
great pleasure that the Eide/Dalrymple Gallery presents
“Robert Aldern: Celebrating a Life in Liturgical Art.” This
exhibition assembles examples of Aldern’s liturgical art,
pairing it with his preliminary drawings and final
proposals from his earliest works, such as the 1959
Ascension of Our Savior’s Lutheran Church, to some of
his most recent commissions. Complementing Aldern’s
paintings and drawings are photographs and banners of
in situ examples that capture in a small way what it is

like to experience Aldern’s work as a part of a carefully
designed, vibrant worship environment. These
photographs have been drawn from the Hovland
Center for Liturgical Arts at Augustana College with new
photography generously donated by Paul Schiller. It is
hoped that visitors to this exhibition will be inspired to
seek out these churches in Sioux Falls and the
surrounding region and experience firsthand not only
Aldern’s lifelong combining of art and faith, but also the
region’s commitment to quality liturgical art.
Lindsay J. Twa
Director, Eide/Dalrymple Gallery
Augustana College

JDA: Can you describe that painting?

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. speaking before the Paul Rogness
Memorial Reredos, black and white photograph, 1961,
Archives of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America

JDA: After studying for a while at Augustana, why did you see it
necessary to go to school at Hartford?
RJA: Because I finished Augie, and then the military was on our
case, and we had to fulfill an obligation. I went into the Air Force,
and served my time there. Between the time that I had spent in
the Naval Reserve while I was going to Augustana and the time
that I’d spent active in the Air Force, I was able to get out early,
and then went back to school. I wanted to study stained glass, so
I took a little leave time, went to Boston to interview with Charles
Connicks, who does stained glass. He interviewed with a number
of us at the same time – I think there were six or eight of us – we
asked a lot of questions, and I asked the question, “Well, when do
you get to do some of the designing?” A very curt, sharp answer
came back, “We have our own designers.” And I thought, “Woo,
okay, so I’m just going to be a glass cutter or leader or something.”
I wanted a little more than that. I decided that was enough of that.
I’d stopped in Hartford, Connecticut, to see some friends I’d made
in the military who were artists – Wick and George Knaus, identical
twins, and excellent painters. They were going to the University of
Hartford, or at that time, Hartford Art School. We stopped there
and I interviewed with Dean Heinrich Mayer, and I decided that was
the place I wanted to go. I liked what I saw, liked what I heard, I
liked the caliber of work, and I’m grateful to this day that I made
that choice.
JDA: How would you describe your experience at Hartford in comparison or contrast to your studies at Augustana?
RJA: I was very glad for what I had at Augie because it gave me an
advantage to start at a more in-depth level in the program, and to
learn more readily. I’d been out of college and out of the military,

RJA: It was a pine tree, oil on masonite, much like one that I still
have somewhere, called The March Pine. [Please note that in a subsequent conversation RJA corrected himself – the painting Vincent
Price acquired was a portrait of his daughter Noreen Aldern Groethe
as a child, entitled Sad Girl – JDA]
JDA: You still work on masonite, though I think mainly in acrylic.
What is it that you like about that medium?
RJA: I like to lay in rapidly with acrylic. I use both, actually. There
are a couple of ways I work. Acrylic dries so fast that I use it with a
lot of water, and thin. Then it sets up and you get to glaze by laying
one thin color over another thin color, after it’s dry, over another
thin color after it’s dry, over another thin color after it’s dry. So you
get an in-depth kind of fullness of color that you don’t get simply by
putting one color down, with an opaque over it. Obviously, if you
put one opaque over another opaque, you’re simply covering it up
and you’re not doing much. So it’s sort of a dry glazing process. A
wet glazing process is where I use oil paint. Still I like painting on

Tempted, Risen and Obedient Christ, Study for the Paul Rogness
Memorial Reredos, 1961, opaque watercolor on paper,
3 ¾” x 6 ¾”, Collection of the Artist
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Have Peace One with Another –Mark 9:50, St. Mark’s Lutheran Church, Sioux Falls, 2004,
color photograph of oil on red oak, 7’ 4” x 10’ 4”, Hovland Center for Liturgical Arts, Augustana College

9

els anew. In visiting numerous other churches that
house Aldern’s works, you would find clergy and
congregation enthusiastically expressing similar
sentiments about the living presence of his
liturgical art. All of his liturgical works invite and
even demand sustained contemplation.

Aldern working on commission for St. Mark’s Lutheran Church,
Sioux Falls, 2004. Photograph courtesy of Robert and Joey Aldern

Falls, commissioned Aldern to create a triptych to hang
in the church’s narthex. Aldern worked with the
congregation to create an image not only symbolizing
St. Mark’s gospel, but also encompassing the diversity
and outreach missions of their community. For example,
the presence of a wheelchair in the left panel becomes
an emblem both for aging members and also for the
congregation’s relationship with Bethany Lutheran Home
and Children’s Care Hospital and School. One might also
note, however, that the wheelchair is empty: its
occupant’s identity is not tied to this tool and the figure
has joined the crowd at Christ’s right hand.
In another viewing of the triptych, one might be struck
by the subdued and musing nature of the numerous
figures, who do not necessarily acknowledge one
another or even the vision of Christ above them.
Instead, the figures exhibit qualities and complexities
much deeper than simple smiles or an outward display
of joy—what one might expect for a welcoming entrance
panel. Aldern gives us a more expansive statement
than just the partial quote of Mark 9:50, “have peace
one with another.” This call for peace acknowledges the
distinct character and service of individuals, and the
sometimes solitary paths this can produce. Likewise,
Aldern’s figures stand in a crowd, but do not necessarily
engage with each other. In preparing for this exhibition,
I had the welcomed opportunity of being invited to participate in a Sunday adult forum where members of St.
Mark’s shared with me many similar observations, which
invoked new questions that kept them seeing these pan-

St. Mark’s narthex triptych was to be Aldern’s last
commission. In his studio, however, hangs a sign:
“Old artists never die, they just draw flies.” Aldern
can still be found working away in his studio at
Augustana College, cookie jar and coffee pot at the
ready for anyone to drop in. Since his “last
commission,” Aldern has created narthex panels for
Augustana Lutheran and Messiah New Hope
Lutheran of Sioux Falls. In the fall of 2007, Aldern
designed and executed a panel, Caring Hands, for
Avera McKennan Hospice. He continues to produce
small luminous landscapes. And just as the final
pages of this catalogue were getting ready to go to
press, the red oak flooring arrived for his latest commission, a large triptych (the center panel will be 7’ x
4’) for the narthex of the new addition to Our
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masonite, sometimes with a Gesso ground or with a titanium or a
zinc white prime. I put the oil on thinly, very thin coats, and then
do the same thing – I cover a thin coat of paint with varnish, and
then more thin paint, and then more varnish, and then more thin
paint and then more varnish. So you’re building layer after layer
after layer of glaze after glaze after glaze. I would go to maybe
seven or eight coats of varnish with paint, and I would get [it] to
be about the luster that I like and I would leave it.

JDA: What’s the largest work you’ve ever completed?
RJA: Well, I have several walls that happen to be similar widths and
heights – 36 feet by 19 feet wide. I had one at the Plains Clinic,
one at Our Savior’s Lutheran, there’s one at First Lutheran Church

JDA: Do you get an effect of depth from that?
RJA: Yes, that’s what I felt for me. I think each painter makes
those decisions – what would be satisfactory for him or her in regards to what would be sufficient depth.
JDA: Why masonite instead of canvas?
RJA: Very inexpensive. You used to be able to get for four and
a half dollars a four-foot by eight-foot, quarter-inch thick piece of
masonite from a lumberyard in those early days. And now it’s still
fairly inexpensive – I forget what the costs are now. At that time I
liked very much to paint on the untempered, because it was more
fibrous. Tempered masonite was denser and a little smoother, but
the paint would absorb into the untempered faster – it would bond,
grip. Then – painting and glazing, painting and glazing.

Baptism, oil on Masonite, 1966, Danebod Lutherian Church, Tyler, MN

in St. Peter, Minnesota. I have one now approximately that same –
maybe not quite that high, and a little bit wider – but the same kind
of square-foot area out at Gloria Dei Lutheran in Sioux Falls. Those
are the larger ones.
JDA: And what piece, of any size, would you say has presented you
with the most challenges – in terms of design or execution?
RJA: I suppose when you get into multiples. Instead of having one
large painting or one large wall, you use a group of paintings in a
modular sort of sense, or a scale or proportion that would be fitting
to one another. And I would say Gloria Dei has been one of the
tougher ones to solve. That’s more vertically planned. I’ve done
others more horizontally planned.
JDA: Would the Augustana Chapel be an example of one that’s
more horizontally planned?
RJA: Right. The interesting thing, now that we’re talking about it,
is I had a wall 60 feet long and 11 feet high in a building, an insurance company, and after a number of years they sold the building
and the people who bought it just had the wall ripped off. It was
of vinyl fabric of different shapes and over-painted, and it was of
no use to them, because they had an entirely different interest that
they brought into the building. That was a very large horizontal
wall. And then I had one large vertical wall in a clinic. The clinic
moved and another kind of business bought the building and bulldozed the wall. So, the price of public art. If you’ve documented
it enough and have the photographs for yourself, at least you have
the record that you’ve done it, and the memory of it. It was fun.
JDA: It would be nice to have some pieces of those walls.
RJA: It would have been, but in both cases I didn’t know it was
happening. And I happened to have painting contractors that I
knew who later said, “Hey, I hate to tell you this, but they just
ripped it off the wall… I hate to tell you this but I was in there and
they were just bulldozing the wall down.” No, they don’t get ahold
of you and say, “We’re going to take your wall down, would you like
something?”
JDA: When you’re working in your studio on your own stuff, and by
that I mean non-commissioned work, what sorts of problems and
issues do you think about in your drawing and painting these days?

Reredos oil on red oak, 21’ x 14’, 1997, Gloria Dei Lutheran
Church, Sioux Falls, SD. Photo by Paul Schiller, 2007
Aldern studying preliminary drawing and St. Mark’s panel, 2004.
Photograph courtesy of Robert and Joey Aldern
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RJA: I’m doing a series of landscapes now, about twenty-seven
panels that I have. And I purposely do that. I’ve developed a
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system where, if I have that many paintings started, there’s nothing
that prevents me from going right to work when I go to the studio
and start painting, because one of them has to strike me. I say,
that needs that, and that needs that, I’ll work on that one right
now. It took me a while to learn to do that, because I would go to
the studio and pick up a painting and sit there and look at it, and
pretty soon you’d find out half an hour or an hour had gone by, and
you’re still sitting on your duff. And not much had been accomplished except musing. So this way, it’s very helpful to have them
around and pretty much know that the next day when you get there
you’re going to work on – that one. Then when you come in, if you
change your mind, you’ve got the one next to it.
JDA: So that’s the advantage of having several going at once.
RJA: That’s right. I like to work in series.
JDA: And once you select the one to work on… give me an example
of a problem you’d want to work on.
RJA: Okay, it could well be that I want more depth in one, or one
is coming along where it has a sense of depth. And I like to put a
border on my paintings, a painted border, so that it has a sense of

RJA: Yes, I’ve done that with several. I enjoy hanging them in
the house or the studio for a while, maybe for a couple of years if
they’re around that long, and then flipping them. It’s fun to see
them that way.
JDA: To get back to what you were saying about the painted frame
or baffle, you present a scene almost as a theatrical scene.
RJA: Yes, it’s similar to theatrics.
JDA: So we can think of it as a realistic scene, say of the plains, and
yet you are still able to play with formal elements because of the
way it’s framed.
RJA: That is correct. And I want to be very conscious of the fact
that I have two dimensions, regardless of what I want to pictorially show. I’ve got an up and a down and a left and a right and it’s
a flat surface. I don’t violate that, pictorially, too much, by trying
to go way into the place in depth in some literal sense. If I can
do it in an optical sense, that’s fine: the colors adjust their ranges
and I can take something back by diminishing their intensity and
they get more earthy until finally they absorb into the atmosphere
until they’re so lacking in intensity and brilliance that they just fade
away.
JDA: And this is what you’re doing by working with so many layers
and glazes.
RJA: That helps you to do it. I purposely might start out with some
bright color but then begin to mute it away with overlays. So I get
little areas poking through. A red that hovered there to begin with
starts mumbling nicely, trying to get out, but I sense that I’m not
hurting it, that I’m comfortable with the mumbling.

A South Dakota Original
Robert Aldern: Celebrating a Life in Liturgical Art
It must be a humbling, perhaps terrifying,
experience to put into image the face of God. That is
the responsibility of the liturgical artist. The details of
the job, however, encompass infinitely more and less.
The artist must respond to and fulfill the needs of
disparate congregations, creating an image that is not
only an artist’s individual vision, but also a collective
statement for a particular congregation and a particular
worship space. What a challenge! What a risk! The
alternative of bypassing this challenge, however, is
infinitely more dreary. What if every image of Christ
was the same reproduced chromolithograph of a blond
man with blue eyes?

Robert Aldern had the good fortune of beginning his art
career in the 1950s at the same time that liturgical art
was being reinvigorated in the United States.

JDA: What do you have against depicting three-dimensional space?

Paul Rogness Memorial Reredos, oil on masonite, 1961, Installed
at Augustana College Chapel-gymnasium, 1964. Robert and Joey
Aldern Papers, Hovland Center for Liturgical Arts, Augustana College

staging. So that you come to a flat baffled edge and that you can
peer inside and there’s a little tapered edge inside of the border and
it’s almost like a stage. You pictorially, visually, enter the scene. I
like to do two things so that it almost contradicts itself, but I have
fun choosing whether it should go more realistically visual or whether it should go more two-dimensionally oriented in the sense of
shape. So I like to see a literal scene with strong horizontal bands.
It gives me a little Mondrian – a type of horizontal-layout simplicity
– one relationship of space and shape to another: stacked vertically or running horizontally. It gives you the satisfaction of asking
whether it’s too strongly one way or the other, if it’s too strongly
abstract or too strongly literal, or whether they’re contradicting so
much that they don’t work. And then it would be color scheme. Of
all the multiple color schemes one can utilize, I do like to have a
planned color scheme to start with, then let it fade and use more
earthy tones. My work would probably be called mostly muted.
Once in a while I’ve done something very bright – but not usually –
for the purpose of lending itself to a more planal sense: foreground,
midground, background depreciating into atmosphere and sky.
JDA: And yet foreground can turn into background and vice versa,
which is one of the reasons you can flip your paintings. Like you
say, you can sign them in both corners.

RJA: Nothing at all. I enjoy it. I like to do portraiture, I like to
do figure painting. If you treat it so that the figure is within the
space, laid out so that it absorbs both background and foreground
and doesn’t float around, stays there and doesn’t look like painted
sculpture, it’s a painted figure and you still acknowledge that it’s in
the space it’s in – which is a two-dimensional surface with a threedimensional illusion. You can do that with some trials and errors
and attempts and it will work. But every painting is a trial-anderror puzzle. You don’t know what’s going to happen with it.

RJA: Very much so. Either I lend myself to it or it lends itself to
me very easily. But if you observe what’s around you and you look
into North Dakota or you look into Iowa or Minnesota or west from
here to the edge of the Hills, it’s basically flat. It’s a terrain that
you’ll see interrupted by groves of trees – or little undulations of
hills where you see rows of grain or corn moving up and down and
you immediately think of a Grant Wood type of undulation of space,
but then you know that you’re not in Iowa where he’s painting and
you know that you’re not Grant Wood so you get back to reality and
you’d just like to straighten all that out – and acknowledge the fact
that it’s flatter here.
JDA: Do you think that Grant Wood, painting in eastern South Dakota, would have come up with a flatter representation?
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Aldern had returned to Sioux Falls in 1957 following his
service in the United States Air Force and
completing a BFA at Hartford Art School in Hartford,
CT. He began work as a draftsman for leading architect
Harold Spitznagel and also established the Aldern Art
Studio. Both helped launch his lifelong career as an
architectural and liturgical artist-consultant. In 1958,
Aldern assisted Spitznagel in the completion of St.
Mary’s Catholic Church, Sioux Falls, creating an
award-winning sound baffle over the pulpit and
additional architectural details. The following year,
Aldern firmly established himself as a liturgical artist by
creating a 36’ x 16’ Ascension mural behind the altar of
Our Savior’s Lutheran Church, Sioux Falls.
Aldern’s philosophy and approach to his liturgical
commissions align closely with the liturgical arts
movement and Roman Catholic statements of visual
renewal. In describing his liturgical art, Aldern will
frequently emphasize the work’s role as a visual prayer
that is a part of the entire worship setting along with
spoken and sung prayers. In addition to serving the
liturgy appropriately, the renewal of the liturgical arts
also embraced the idea that quality original art should
be capable of “bearing the weight of mystery, awe,
reverence and wonder” expressed in the liturgy and in
the worshipper’s experience with God. Many
congregations and visitors who experience Aldern’s
liturgical commissions have observed that much of the
importance and power of his art comes from its subtle
complexities: one can always find something new that
can reveal additional interpretations with every
viewing.

JDA: Would you say that the South Dakota landscape and the horizontal character of the plains influenced your paintings in a formal
way?

RJA: If Grant Wood were here in eastern South Dakota, I think he’d
look for undulated areas. Certainly we have some wooded areas
and nice little hills that move up and down and so forth. He’d find
them, because you paint what you’re attracted to. If you’re not attracted to it you don’t paint it. I don’t know. It would be fun to see
what he would have done with a really good look at North Dakota or
South Dakota and their nice planal forms.

The growing liturgical arts movement sought to reconnect modern art and architecture to liturgical function, viewing it as a form of visual theology: the liturgy
was art and art could be an intrinsic component of the
liturgy. Numerous congregations, generations of worshippers and countless visitors who have experienced
Aldern’s work in situ have benefited from this confluence that has resulted in nearly a half century’s worth of
work.

Sanctuary of Our Savior’s Lutheran Church, Sioux Falls, SD
oil and gold leaf on brick, 36’ x 16’, 1959,
black and white photograph, Robert and Joey Aldern Papers,
Hovland Center for Liturgical Arts, Augustana College

A recent commission illustrates this point. In
celebration of the church’s 50th anniversary in 2004,
the congregation of St. Mark’s Lutheran Church, Sioux
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JDA: So it’s a landscape that lends itself to a two-dimensional medium, or calls for it.
RJA: Yes.
JDA: You’ve already talked around it a little, but how would you
characterize your attitude or thoughts about the landscape in South
Dakota?
RJA: First of all, surprisingly to me, it’s a very loving space. It’s
quiet; if you drive west from here you’ll find the most quiet spaces,
with cattle roaming, barely moving, nibbling the grass. You’ll see
large herds, individual animals and groups of animals blending
themselves in with the plains and the strata of the ground. And
the color itself is so beautiful from one season to the next. It’s so
earthy. I end up taking a lot of color cues from South Dakota. It’s
the simplicity of the color being so earthy – dirtier blues, dirtier
greens, dirtier yellows, dirtier magentas, dirtier oranges. So I put
complements into the colors to grade them down. Complements
and a sister or brother color – something very close to it. So, in
other words, if you were using blue-violet, you could mix in redviolet and that would give it enough of a kick of a range. Then you
weaken the red violet with some yellow green and the blue violet
with some orange and some yellows. So you intermix and you
degrade it to a certain extent. If you mix too much you simply get
muddy. But you use enough to keep a sense of the color.
JDA: I saw a book of poetry in your studio the other day, and it had
this line in it. What do you think about the statement, “There can
be no beauty without faith”?
RJA: I think it’s a pretty good statement. But it can be, “There can
be no beauty without faith in something.” Whether that means a
theological faith, or a faith in humanity, or care for environment, or
whatever it might be. I think you have to have some real sincere
cares in order to make it work.
JDA: In order to produce something beautiful?
RJA: I think so. Otherwise you don’t have an in-depth enough
care about something, a thorough enough search in your own mind
and heart to sense the work’s need and its value to humanity and
its value to you. It becomes a waste of time and the painting has
no value. At least for the painter. If I don’t have a need, a love,
a care, a depth, a concern, for some kind of subject or content, I
don’t think I could paint it. Therefore I enjoy a lot of theological
subject matter – how to solve it, paint it, find its usefulness in an
educative sense, in a spiritual sense for anyone else, and in a value-

sense in terms of the quality of the painting.
JDA: Tell me a little about the Center for Liturgical Art – how it
started and where it’s going.
RJA: Okay. For years and years and years, Palmer Eide and Ogden
Dalrymple had a dream to have a Center for Liturgical Art. The
individual professors would get the commissions and designs, and
the students would help produce the work. Then Palmer passed on
and Dal passed on and I graduated and came back, and eventually
taught at Augie after teaching at South Dakota State and South
Dakota U. They were nice enough to give me a couple of rooms,
when I retired, to stay there as a producing artist with no obligation
to teach. I thought, wow, this is a perfect opportunity. I owe it to
them and I owe it to Palmer and I owe it to myself to have a Center
for Liturgical Art. That would be a center where you could have
committees or clergy – Catholic, Protestant, Jewish, whatever –
come to a place and sit down and talk about liturgical art needs for
their place of worship, and whether they should do something. And
if they should do something, why? And in the center, I would have
a series of names of artists so that I could refer the clergy to them
– muralists, mosaists, frescoists, sculptors, silversmiths, weavers –
all kinds of artists who were competent and that we could
recommend.
JDA: And when was the Center established?
RJA: I retired in 1991, and it’s been going since.
JDA: And how has it been going? Do you have a good network of
people?
RJA: It’s been wonderful. People have been introduced to different artists and architects, and artists have been able to meet new
clients. I say, “Why don’t you give this particular person a call, or
I’ll call them for you, and we’ll get a meeting set up.” And we have
a place for them to meet, in my studio. I’m not interested in taking
their commissions or part of a commission or money from them.
I’m interested in serving – because Augustana provides me with
free heat, light, water, and rent, I have at least some obligation to
do something for the school.
JDA: Well, it’s probably time for a break, but I can’t resist asking
you the last question, which is, what is your favorite color?
RJA: My favorite color, Jared, is green.
JDA: Green?
RJA: Green. Not because that means money. Quite the contrary.
Early on, I really remember my first days of interest in drawing and
so forth were on the farm, and in the drought we had a lot of dust
and dirt. Even the grass, even the snow was dirty in winter – we
had so much dust on the ground that we got it in the winter. But,
we had a stained glass window in the old farmhouse and up above
that was a cut-glass window with little beveled edges on it, and
you got prismatic effects of color coming out of there – purples and
yellows and magentas and greens. Even in the wintertime, and I
couldn’t figure out where these things were coming from – but I
suppose it was picking up something within the house: it could have
been patterns in the floor, it could have been somebody’s apparel or
something. But the green struck me and I always just enjoyed the
green and the look of it, the coolness of it, the warmth of it.

Looking at North Dakota, oil on panel, 48” x 36”, 1994, Collection of the Artist

JDA: You had an answer. I thought you were going to toss that one
off and tell me, something like, you know, burnt umber or ultramarine blue.
RJA: No, in fact if it had to be a particular green I’d have to say it’s
thalo green. Thalophecaline.

Untitled (landscape), oil on panel, 30” x 46”, 1979,
Collection of Carol W. Wright and Carl Grupp

JDA: All right – thank you, sir.
RJA: Thank you.
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Robert Aldern: Selected Artist Statements
Previous to 1968, I had little interest in painting landscape subject matter. I have always admired those
painters who have given us fine landscape painting
through their own excitedness and great competence as
artists. For a long time I was mainly interested in art
forms related to and in architecture.
The last seven years have provided a more consistently
intense search for an attempt to unify those singularly
developing aspects of my own landscape painting. I
have been looking at landscape spaces, shapes and volumes very much like those spaces, shapes and volumes
on theater stages. I see the mat-like areas around my
paintings as proscenium baffles of vision and my use of
light (location of) influenced by the principles of stereopic vision—light played against a sight baffle—light
played with an illusion to volume—light played into both
(from behind) atmospheric and linear perspective and
light played on objects in spaces from a dual point of
focus located at just about the same spot.
This is where I am at the moment.
—Robert J. Aldern, ca. 1975

Sanctuary with Choir Screen and Eucharistic Panel, oil on red oak,
1995-6, Christ the King Church, Sioux Falls, SD.
Photo by Paul Schiller, 2007

I want my paintings to seed my remaining seasons.
Through the textural changes of plowing, harrowing,
planting, cultivating;
Growing to blossom
And yielding to harvest
To be disked and plowed again
For freezing snow and wind.
Now, resting is the time
For a gathering, scar soaked earth
Later carrying seeds to birth
—Robert J. Aldern, October, 16, 1991
Forty-five years ago I was challenged with the basic
design tenet of ‘less is more,’ and it has taken me a lifetime to understand and practice what it means. I’m still
working on it. Forty-three years ago I was challenged
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The Last Supper, oil on red oak, 16’ x 7.6’, 1995-6, Christ the
King Church, Sioux Falls, SD. Photo by Paul Schiller, 2007
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Figure on floor with Chair, compressed charcoal on paper, 16” x 24”, 1993, Collection of the Artist

On the other hand, the spirit of 20th century Modernism informs all of Robert Aldern’s art. Although his
landscapes have often been compared to the Color Field
paintings of Mark Rothko (1903 –1970), mid-century
Scandinavian Modernism is at the root of his art.
Aldern’s creative vision is strongly colored by his
mentors Palmer Eide and Harold Spitznagel. Aldern
studied art with Eide at Augustana College, and
Spitznagel incorporated Aldern’s art into his architecture. The cultural legacy of Eide and Spitznagel remains
evident in the Modernist art and architecture of Sioux
Falls. Aldern may be their most significant artistic heir.
His paintings display extremely well on the walls of a
Spitznagel home or office building decorated with
handmade fiber art and studio ceramics. Aldern’s
paintings have the same geometry and design sense as
Danish Modern furniture. They fit well within the now
very popular Eames Era aesthetic.

are anything but simple to create. His painting method
is time consuming and laborious. Aldern applies
numerous layers of glazing, sanding, and re-glazing to
create an infinite profusion of fine details with subtle
variations of line, color and tonality. He works
exceedingly hard to make his art look easy.
Robert Aldern’s artistic vision has remained remarkably
consistent over the past six decades. He continues to
follow that vision. If any one artist has captured the true
spirit of South Dakota, then that artist must surely be
Robert Aldern.

Howard DaLee Spencer
Curator, Visual Arts Center
Washington Pavilion of Arts and Science

Drawings and figurative works by Aldern are also
included in the part of the exhibition that is on display
at the Visual Arts Center. His line drawings are freely
rendered, elegant in line and lyrical in form.
Subtlety and apparent simplicity are integral to
understanding Aldern’s creative process. Although his art
may at first glance appear simple, Aldern’s landscapes

5

A South Dakota Original
Robert Aldern: Landscapes and Figure Studies
A decade ago, Aldern: The Robert J. Aldern Retrospective Exhibition 1957 – 1997 was jointly exhibited by the
Civic Fine Arts Center and the Eide/Dalrymple Gallery at
Augustana College. Since then the Civic Fine Arts Center was transformed into the Visual Arts Center at the
Washington Pavilion of Arts and Science, and the Eide/
Dalrymple Gallery gained a new home in the Augustana
College Center for Visual Arts. The Visual Arts Center is
once again honored to be working with the Eide/Dalrymple Gallery in organizing this tribute exhibition for one of
South Dakota’s most talented and influential artists and
art educators.
Sioux Falls has changed much over the past ten years,
but it has changed much more over the six decades
during which Robert Aldern left his mark upon the art of
South Dakota. Times may change, but the essence of
the prairie remains constant within our hearts and souls.
That essence is captured within the paintings of Robert
Aldern. Aldern’s landscapes reflect his visionary quest to
seek out Nature’s quietly hidden truths.

Robert Aldern’s art documents his pilgrim’s journey.
His landscapes are just as surely religious icons as the
portraits of religious figures from his church installations.
Aldern’s landscapes are contemplative meditations and
insightful observations of the divine as reflected through
the material world.

to ‘be a designer who draws, a designer who paints,
sculpts, makes prints, works with clay or weaves, etc.’
This, too, has taken a lifetime to try to put into practice,
and I’m still trying.
Now, I accept my failures and keep attempting to resolve some semblance of quality in the completion of
each work. That is what I’d like most—to sense that I
have done some quality work in the end.
—Robert J. Aldern, 1997

…the interpretation of the theme shall be beautiful and
inspiring…. I have no intention of having the meaning
immediately conveyed to the viewer….. This art form
should be conducive to quiet contemplation…it should
not read as a poster or stop sign.
—Robert J. Aldern, 1966
Letter to Altar Group, First Congregational Church, Rapid
City, Robert and Joey Aldern Papers, Hovland Center for
Liturgical Arts, Augustana College

…. The Last Supper painting, a reredos form for the Tabernacle containing the Reservation of the Blessed Sacrament, is meant to serve or
aid the viewers’ spoken
prayers, sung prayers,
and visual prayers.

On the one hand, Robert Aldern’s art can be viewed as
a continuation in a long-standing tradition in American
landscape painting. Aldern paints landscapes, but he is
not a realist painter. His landscapes reflect the poetic
mysticism of Albert Pinkham Ryder (1847 –1917) as well
as the atmospheric Tonalist landscapes of James Abbott
McNeill Whistler (1834 – 1903) and George Inness (1825
-1894). Much like Ryder, Whistler and Inness, Aldern
does not attempt to duplicate mere superficial appearances. His paintings are abstractions that look beyond
the mundane world. They capture the prairie’s mysterious moods, subtle tonalities and spiritual underpinnings.

Study for “Seven Gifts of the
Holy Spirit” for narthex of First
Congregational Church, Rapid
City, pencil on paper, 9” x 8 1/8”,
ca. 1965. Robert and Joey Aldern
Papers, Hovland Center for
Liturgical Arts, Augustana College

Stations of the Cross, oil and gold on masonite, 1966,
St. Thomas More Newman Center at the University of South Dakota,
Vermillion, SD. Photo by Paul Schiller, 2007
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…. It is obvious that as artists we are not the makers
of our God! He has created us and made us. We do,
however, make images that are meant to be aids to worship, to teach us to focus our worship toward seeking
after holiness, truth, and love. Augustine said, ‘Christian
eloquence is to teach in order to instruct, to please in
order to hold, and also, assuredly, to move in order to
convince.’ Religious art is simply visual theology…..
—Robert J. Aldern, “Art and Spirituality,” n.d.

We do need to do something after baptism. This comes
through our day to day work as a journey of faith questioned and searched for with the continual struggle to
live it. My 39 years in liturgical art do make me wonder,
‘Why me, Lord?’ Why am I so privileged that I am
allowed to work my faith in this manner?
With my prayers, I care that the decisions I’ve made for
your church may aid in your own growth in faith.”
—Robert J. Aldern, 1996
Letter to the parish of Christ the King Church, Sioux
Falls, SD, Robert and Joey Aldern Papers, Hovland Center for Liturgical Arts, Augustana College

Still Life, oil on panel, 17” x 28”, 1960, Collection of the Artist

1960s
1960s -- 1970s
1970s
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Robert Aldern: Landscapes and Figure Studies
Visual Arts Center, Washington Pavilion of Arts and Science
Portrait of Mrs. Johnson
oil on panel, 48” x 29”, 1956,
Gift of Noreen Groethe,
Permanent Art Collection,
Augustana College
Still Life
oil on panel, 17” x 28”, 1960,
Collection of the Artist
Portrait of Ruth Jones
oil on panel, 39 ½” x 15 ½”,
1962, Gift of Ruth Jones,
Permanent Art Collection,
Augustana College
Untitled (Chair)
acrylic on panel, 29 ½” x 23
¾, 1963, Gift of B. Scott II and
Margaret Reardon, Collection of
the Visual Arts Center
Washington Pavilion of Arts and
Science
37th Street Studio
oil on panel, 23” x 41”, 1964,
Gift of Ardis and Leland Lillehaug, Permanent Art Collection,
Augustana College
Barn Studio (Aldern’s old studio at 37th Street and Western
Avenue) oil on panel, 17” x 24”,
1966, Collection of the Artist
Half-Acre
acrylic on panel, 25” x 31”,
1966, Loaned by South Dakota
Art Museum
Untitled (Still Life)
oil on panel, 13” x 25”, 1967,
Gift of Alice Berry, Collection of
the Visual Arts Center,
Washington Pavilion of
Arts and Science
Downpour
oil on panel, 26 ¾” x 39”,
1967, Loaned by South Dakota
Art Museum
Portrait of Brad
oil on panel, 16” x 13 ¾”,
1967, Collection of the Artist

Edible Earth
watercolor on paper, 26 3/8” x
32 ¼”, 1980, Loaned by South
Dakota Art Museum

Jurors Deliberating
graphite on paper, 7 ¾” x
10 ¼”, 1973, Collection of
University Art Galleries, The
University of South Dakota

South of Roslyn
oil on panel, 36” x 48”, 1980,
Collection of the Artist
Both Sides of the River
oil on panel, 36” x 48”, 1981,
Collection of the Artist

Jurors in Court on Break
graphite on paper, 7 ¾” x
10 ¼”, 1973, Collection of
University Art Galleries, The
University of South Dakota

South of Sioux Falls
oil on panel, 36” x 48”, 1983,
Collection of Bob and Noreen
Groethe

Memories
oil on panel, 34” x 48”, 1974,
Collection of the Artist

Figure in Overstuffed Chair
compressed charcoal on paper,
18” x 24 ½”, 1985, Collection
of the Artist

Night Cattle
oil on panel, 36” x 48”, 1975,
Collection of Lawrence and
Catherine Piersol

Untitled (Bending Figure)
acrylic wash, 7” x 12”, 1985,
Collection of Sandy Jerstad

Bluffs
oil on panel, 38” x 50”, 1975,
Loaned by South Dakota Art
Museum
Study for Mural
(Western Surety Building)
felt tip pen on paper, 11” x 18”,
1976, Collection of Dorothy
Bahnson
Floating Lantern
ink on paper, 26 3/8” x 32 ¼”,
1977, Loaned by South Dakota
Art Museum
Gourd Still Life
felt tip pen on paper, 14” x 14”,
1978, Collection of the Artist
Field of Cattle
oil on panel, 36” x 48”, 1978,
Collection of Lawrence and
Catherine Piersol
Bluffs
oil on panel, 36” x 48”, 1978,
Collection of Dorothy Bahnson
Untitled (Landscape)
oil on panel, 30” x 46”, 1979,
Collection of Carol W. Wright
and Carl Grupp

South Dakota Strata
oil on panel, 48” x 36”, 1986,
Gift of B. Scott II and Margaret
Reardon, Collection of the
Visual Arts Center, Washington
Pavilion of Arts and Science

Sacrificial Landscape
oil on panel, 36” x 48”, 1992,
Collection of the Mikkelson
Library, Augustana College
Sacrificial Landscape is a visible
means of recognizing all those
– past, present, and future
– in whose memory or honor
gifts have been given to the
Mikkelson Library Endowment
Fund. Our heartfelt thanks to
the donors who have made this
fund possible.
Cool Horizon,
but Still Too Hot
oil on panel, 32” x 24”, 1992,
Collection of Bob and Mim
Hazard
Cattle with Dusty Moon
oil on panel, 24” x 18”, 1992,
Collection of Edward and
Eunice Mansfield
Flax Field
oil on panel, 18” x 24”, 1992,
Collection of Lawrence and
Catherine Piersol
Very Near Sisseton
oil on panel, 25” x 30”, 1992,
Collection of Howard and
Eunice Hovland

Untitled (Orange Landscape)
oil on panel, 36” x 48”, 1986,
Collection of Sandy Jerstad

Moon Dried Fields
oil on panel, 20” x 28”, 1992,
Collection of Bonnie Cutts

Untitled (Landscape with
Cattle), oil on panel, 24” x 26”,
1987, Collection of Lawrence
and Catherine Piersol

Clay Lake Beds
oil on panel, 48” x 36”, 1992 –
1997, Collection of the Artist

Evening Land Streams
oil on panel, 23 ½” x 31 ½”,
1988, Collection of Raven
Industries
Landscape Near Aberdeen
oil on panel, 36” x 48”, 1988,
Collection of Dr. Milton and
Marjorie Hanson
Untitled (Green Landscape)
oil on panel, 48” x 36”, 1988,
Collection of Sandy Jerstad
Untitled (Landscape with
Cattle), oil on panel, 21” x 32”,
1991, Collection of Tim
Dougherty and Karen Schreier

Triple Figure
compressed charcoal on paper,
17 ½” x 22”, 1993, Collection
of the Artist
Figure on Floor with Chair
compressed charcoal on paper,
16” x 24”,1993, Collection of
the Artist
Wet April Land
oil on panel, 18”x 24”, 1993,
Collection of Bob and Noreen
Groethe
Looking at North Dakota
oil on panel, 48” x 36”, 1994,
Collection of the Artist

Corn, Wheat and Hay Fields,
or Ode to Grant Wood oil on
panel, 24” x 30”, 1992 – 1995,
Collection of Lawrence and
Catherine Piersol
Figure Cross Legged
graphite on paper, 18 ½” x 22”,
1996, Collection of University
Art Galleries, The University of
South Dakota
Dakota Sky and Land
oil on panel, 48” x 60”, 1997,
Collection of Peter Lieberman
and Carla Fauske
East of Sioux Falls
oil on panel, 15” x 18”, 1997,
Collection of Art and Ruth Olsen
Scrub Alfalfa
oil on panel, 24” x 32”, 1998,
Collection of the Artist
Wetland
oil on panel, 36” x 48”, 1998,
Collection of Sioux Falls
Regional Airport
Plum Sky
oil on panel, 18” x 14” , 1999
– 2000, Collection of Jerome
and Mary Freeman
Sun Just Starting to Set
oil on panel, 26 ½” x 15 ½”,
2001, Collection of the Artist
Untitled (Landscape)
oil on panel, 15 ½” x 21 ½”,
2001, Collection of Jeff and
Sheila Hazard
Walking Into the Red
oil on panel, 22” x 33”, 2001,
Collection of L. Adrien Hannus
Line March to the Middle
oil on panel, 24” x 34”, 2001,
Collection of Bonnie Cutts
First View of the Hills
oil on panel, 13 ½” x 24”. 2006
– 2008, Collection of the Artist
Potato Field
oil on panel, 11 ½” x 21 ½”,
2006 – 2008, Collection
of the Artist
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Portrait of Brad II
watercolor on paper, 13” x 9
½”, 1970, Collection of the
Artist

Mary the Model Modeling
acrylic wash on paper, 14” x
11”, ca. 1972, Collection
of the Artist

1970s - 1980s

Portrait of Ruth Jones, oil on wood, 15 ½” x 39 ½” framed, 1962
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The Visual Arts Center and the Eide/Dalrymple Gallery at

This endeavor also benefited greatly from the gracious

Augustana College are honored to hold a joint exhibition in

assistance of Bob Aldern, his wife Joey, and their family.

tribute to the art and career of Robert Aldern, one of South
Dakota’s most talented and influential artists and educators.

The Alderns patiently assisted with the detailed process of
loaning works, documenting commissions, and providing

Artists throughout the state of South Dakota recognize

archival images and documents. Special thanks go to

the magnitude of what Robert Aldern means to the world

Noreen Aldern Groethe for her assistance with image

of visual art. South Dakota as a whole will be influenced

reproductions.

by Aldern’s artwork for decades to come. His work, both
past and present, alludes to larger issues like identity and

In mounting its portion of this joint exhibition, the Eide/

sense of place. South Dakotans identify with their surround-

Dalrymple Gallery would like to acknowledge all of the

ings: land, sky, soil, mountains, rivers and lakes. They also

congregations and pastors who have supported the creation

identify with their faith. Aldern captures this sense of place

of original liturgical art as a part of their worship life and

and grounded spirituality in his artwork, going beyond the

testament to their mission and faith. Numerous churches

representational and leaving the viewers captivated with

allowed for the photographing of their spaces, with some

planes of color and line that create our own personal sense

lending works and generously giving time to provide

of place. Aldern also translated this sense of rooted

information on their individual commissions. Particular

inspiration into his teaching. Aldern devoted decades of his

thanks go to Verlyn Lindell and members of St. Mark’s

life to teaching at South Dakota State University, the Uni-

Lutheran Church adult forum for their enthusiastic sharing

versity of South Dakota and Augustana College, where he

of their experiences of Aldern’s work. Pastors Heidi Kvanli

touched the lives of numerous students who have gone on

and John Degelau and parish nurse Judi Schwerin of Gloria

to be prominent artists, art educators, and art supporters.

Dei Lutheran Church also generously took time to share

As an art educator, Aldern’s influence has no end.

their knowledge and thoughts on Aldern’s extensive reredos
that anchors their worship space. Pastor Paul Rohde also

The Visual Arts Center of the Washington Pavilion of Arts

shared his personal experiences about Aldern’s first work

and Science is pleased to be able to showcase its portion of

at Our Savior’s Lutheran Church and his later reredos at

this collaborative effort in the exhibition titled “Landscapes

Augustana College’s Chapel of Reconciliation.

and Figure Studies.” Aldern’s lyrical yet rigorously
structured figures complement his luminous and highly

Acknowledgments must also be extended to photographer

popular landscapes. Robert Aldern is also widely known

Paul Schiller, who undertook to travel around the region to

for his liturgical art. Many churches in the Sioux Falls area

photograph Aldern’s works within their architectural spaces.

feature his magnificent installations. The Eide/Dalrymple

Raven Industries contributed to the printing of banners of

Gallery’s portion of the exhibition, “Celebrating a Life in

several of Schiller’s resulting photographs.

Liturgical Art,” focuses upon this important aspect of his
career. Both venues have entered into this collaboration

This exhibition would not have been possible without the

knowing that not every aspect of Aldern’s longstanding work

generous sponsorship by Sheila and Jeff Hazard (Sioux

could be represented, but each venue has compiled a well

Falls Area Community Foundation Fund) and Jerry and Mary

balanced range of his work. Together the Eide/Dalrymple

Freeman. Special thanks to Ed Harvey, Washington

Gallery and the Visual Arts Center are pleased to put forth a

Pavilion volunteer, for assistance with proofreading and

joint exhibition that will resonate in the minds of art

editing this catalog. We would like to thank Curator of Art,

enthusiasts for years.

Howard Spencer, and Assistant Curator, Jodi Lundgren, who
provided curatorial leadership and vision that began the

Numerous people have enthusiastically supported this joint

initial phases of this extraordinary collaboration and

project of a collective celebration encompassing the length

exhibition.

and breadth of Robert Aldern’s life. Appreciation and thanks
go to the individuals, businesses, organizations, art

David Merhib

museums, and churches who lent works to the Visual Arts

Director, Visual Arts Center

Center and Eide/Dalrymple Gallery. The visitors to these

Washington Pavilion of Arts and Science

exhibitions have benefited deeply from their generosity.

Catalogue List
Robert Aldern: Celebrating a Life in Liturgical Art
Eide/Dalrymple Gallery, Augustana College, Sioux Falls, SD
The Prodigal Son
oil on paper, 9 ¾” x 4 ½”,
1959, Gift of Gladys Larcheid,
Collection of the Visual Arts
Center, Washington Pavilion of
Arts and Science

Proposal for reinstallation
of Paul Rogness Memorial
Reredos
pencil, felt tip pen on paper,
8 ½” x 10 ½”, 1989,
Collection of the Artist

Sanctuary of Our Savior’s
Lutheran Church, Sioux Falls
oil and gold leaf on brick, 36’
x 16’, 1959, black and white
photograph, Robert and Joey
Aldern Papers, Hovland Center
for Liturgical Arts,
Augustana College

Descent from the Cross
opaque water color and ink,
18” x 24”, 1961, Given in Honor
of Robert and Joey Aldern by
Bob and Mary Child,
Collection of Augustana College
Chapel, Sioux Falls, SD

Ascension, Study for Our
Savior’s Lutheran Church,
Sioux Falls pencil on tracing
paper, 6 ½” x 6”, c. 1959,
Robert and Joey Aldern Papers,
Hovland Center for Liturgical
Arts, Augustana College
Resurrection/Ascension
Study pencil on tracing paper,
25 ¼” x 11 ¾”, 1960, Robert
and Joey Aldern Papers,
Hovland Center for Liturgical
Arts, Augustana College
Christ Casting Out the
Demons panel from the Paul
Rogness Memorial Reredos,
1961, oil on masonite, 8’ x 4’,
Given to Augustana College
by the Luther League of the
American Lutheran Church
The Raising of Lazarus
panel from the Paul Rogness
Memorial Reredos oil on
masonite, 28 ¾” x 90”, 1961,
Given to Augustana College
by the Luther League of the
American Lutheran Church
Five Studies for the Paul
Rogness Memorial Reredos
Ascension, 6 ½” x 3 ¾”,
Christ Mocked, 3” x 7 ¾”,
Christ Knocking at the Door, 4”
x 8”, Tempted, Risen and
Obedient Christ, 3 ¾” x 6 ¾”,
Ascending, Descending Souls
(Last Judgment),
2 ¾” x 7 ¾”, opaque watercolor
on paper, 1961, Collection
of the Artist

Crucifixion
watercolor on paper, 17” x 19”,
1961, Collection of the Artist
Joyous Christmas
opaque watercolor, 6 ½” x 14”,
1962, Collection of the Artist
“Nisi Quis Renatus Fuerit ex
Aqua et Spiritu Sancto non
Potest Introire in
Regnum Dei”
Lettering for south wall, Christ
the King Church, Sioux Falls,
SD, oil and gold leaf on
masonite, 32” x 33 ¼”, ca.
1965, Hovland Center for Liturgical Arts, Augustana College
“Ego te Baptizo in Nomine
Patris et Filii et
Spiritus Sancti”
Lettering for north wall, Christ
the King Church oil and gold
leaf on masonite, 31” x 32 ½”,
ca. 1965, Hovland Center for
Liturgical Arts,
Augustana College
Scale Model for First
Lutheran Church Sanctuary
Wall, St. Peter, MN
oil on balsawood, 26” x 12”,
1965, Hovland Center for
Liturgical Arts,
Augustana College
Preliminary Sketch
for “Seven Gifts of
the Holy Spirit”
for narthex of First
Congregational Church, Rapid
City, SD, pen and red pencil on
paper, 8 ½” x 11”, ca. 1965,
Robert and Joey Aldern Papers,
Hovland Center for Liturgical
Arts, Augustana College

Study for “Seven Gifts
of the Holy Spirit”
for narthex of First
Congregational Church, Rapid
City, SD, pencil on paper, 9” x 8
1/8”, ca. 1965, Robert and Joey
Aldern Papers, Hovland Center
for Liturgical Arts,
Augustana College
Final Study for “Seven Gifts
of the Holy Spirit”
for narthex of First Congregational Church, Rapid City, SD,
color reproduction for study for
stained red oak, 6” x 6”, 1965,
Hovland Center for Liturgical
Arts, Augustana College
It is Finished #13
oil on masonite, 15” x 24”,
1965, Collection of
Richard W. Edie
Preliminary Study for
Stations of the Cross
St. Thomas More Newman
Center at the University of
South Dakota, Vermillion, SD,
pencil on tracing paper, 4 ½” x
14 ½”, 1966, Robert and Joey
Aldern Papers, Hovland Center
for Liturgical Arts,
Augustana College
Preliminary Study for
Stations of the Cross
St. Thomas More Newman
Center at the University of
South Dakota, Vermillion, SD,
pencil on tracing paper, 6” x
13”, 1966, Robert and Joey
Aldern Papers, Hovland Center
for Liturgical Arts,
Augustana College
Layout and Studies for
Stations of the Cross
St. Thomas More Newman
Center at the University of
South Dakota, Vermillion, SD,
pencil on tracing paper,
mounted onto paper, 4 1/8” x
11 3/8”, 1966, Robert and Joey
Aldern Papers, Hovland Center
for Liturgical Arts,
Augustana College

“Who Will Celebrate
and Eat My Bread?”
Central panel of reredos for
International Luther League
Conventions at Seattle, WA,
and Dallas, TX. Original
woodcut print, mounted onto
wood, 82” x 40”, 1967,
Hovland Center for Liturgical
Arts, Augustana College
Final Studies for Reredos,
International Luther League
Conventions at Seattle, WA,
and Dallas, TX
Double Standards, 10” x 6”
Human Dignity, 5 ½” x 9”
Disunion of the 11th Century—
Western & Orthodox; 16th
Century—Reformation, 6” x 6
½” x 6” The End of the Garden
of Delights—Free Will For All,
10” x 5 ½”
“But we’ve Given Her Everything, Where did we Fail?”, 4
¾” x 5” Trinity and Four Symbols of the Evangelists, 9 3/8”
x 4 ¾” photographs of ink and
felt tip pen on paper, ca. 1967,
Robert and Joey Aldern Papers,
Hovland Center for Liturgical
Arts, Augustana College
Crucifixion
linoleum cut relief print, 24” x
35 ½”, 1967, Collection of the
Visual Arts Center, Washington
Pavilion of Arts and Science
Study for Narthex Wall
First Lutheran Church, St.
Peter, MN, pencil on tracing
paper, 27 ¼” x 12 3/8”, 1968,
Hovland Center for Liturgical
Arts, Augustana College
Robert Aldern and Ann E.
Kronlokken Widness
Reredos, Chapel of
Reconciliation,
Augustana College
color photograph of oil on red
oak, 16’ x 24’, 1984,
Robert and Joey Aldern Papers,
Hovland Center for Liturgical
Arts, Augustana College

Lindsay Twa
Director, Eide/Dalrymple Gallery
Augustana College

2

Study for The Last Supper,
Christ the King Church,
Sioux Falls
pencil on tracing paper, 10 ¼”
x 11 ¼”, 1995, Hovland Center
for Liturgical Arts,
Augustana College
“I Want to Live Each Day in
the Clear Knowledge That it
is Your Day, Lord.”
oil and gold leaf on red oak, 20
¾” x 30 ¾”, 1995,
Personal prayer panel; gift of
the South Dakota Synod of the
ELCA to Bishop Norm Eitrheim
in honor of his years of service
Hovland Center for Liturgical
Arts, Augustana College.
The Holy Trinity
Study for oil on masonite
Trinity, Trinity Lutheran Church,
Arlington, SD, reproduction of
pencil, water color on paper,
1996, Collection of Pastor
Loren Odland
Final Studies for
Chancel Reredos
Sanctuary Wall, Gloria Dei
Lutheran Church, Sioux Falls,
SD, subjects left to right, top
to bottom:
Incarnation, Resurrection,
Money Changer, St. Matthew,
St. Mark, Temptation, Sower,
St. Luke, St. John, Fishes and
Loaves, Crucifixion, Baptism,
Holy Communion, Ascension,
pencil, pen, water color on
paper, 4” x 7”, 1996, Robert
and Joey Aldern Papers,
Hovland Center for Liturgical
Arts, Augustana College
The Wedding at Cana
Chancel Reredos, Gloria Dei
Lutheran Church, Sioux Falls,
SD, oil on red oak, 42” x 18”,
1996, Collection of Gloria
Dei Lutheran Church
Pentecost
Chancel Reredos, Gloria Dei
Lutheran Church, Sioux Falls,
SD, oil on red oak, 42” x 18”,
1996, Collection of Gloria Dei
Lutheran Church
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Introduction and Acknowledgments

1980s - 1990s
19

Seasons of the Church Year
Early proposal for Good
Samaritan Chapel, Sioux Falls,
SD, linoleum cut relief print,
24” x 18”, 1999, Hovland
Center for Liturgical Arts,
Augustana College

Loaves and Fishes
reproduction of color pencil,
marker, pen on paper, mounted
onto mat board, 8 3/8” x 6”,
2002, Hovland Center for
Liturgical Arts,
Augustana College

Crucifixion
Good Samaritan Chapel, Sioux
Falls, SD, laser-cut steel, 2004,
Hovland Center for Liturgical
Arts, Augustana College.
Photo by John Peters

Water into Wine
reproduction of color pencil and
felt tip pen on paper, mounted
on board, 9 3/8” x 7 7/8”, ca.
2003, Hovland Center for
Liturgical Arts,
Augustana College

Study for East Chapel
Window, Christ the King
Church, Sioux Falls, SD
color pencil and pen on paper,
mounted on foam core, 8 ¼”
x 4”, 1999, Robert and Joey
Aldern Papers, Hovland Center
for Liturgical Arts,
Augustana College
Study for East Chapel
Window, Christ the King
Church, Sioux Falls, SD
pencil, color pencil and pen on
paper, 7” x 8 ½”, 1999,
Robert and Joey Aldern Papers,
Hovland Center for Liturgical
Arts, Augustana College
East Chapel Window,
Christ the King Church,
Sioux Falls, SD, 1999, Stained
glass Hovland Center for
Liturgical Arts, Augustana
College. Photo by John Peters

Early Proposal for St. Mark’s
Lutheran Church, Sioux Falls
pencil, felt tip pen and colored
pencil on paper, mounted on
board, 2 5/8” x 8 7/8”, 2003,
Hovland Center for Liturgical
Arts, Augustana College
Early Proposal for St. Mark’s
Lutheran Church, Sioux Falls
copy of color pencil on paper,
5 3/4” x 16 3/4”, 2003, Robert
and Joey Aldern Papers,
Hovland Center for Liturgical
Arts, Augustana College
Proposal for Narthex Triptych, St. Mark’s Lutheran
Church, Sioux Falls
copy of color pencil and pen
on paper, collage,
10 7/8” x 14 ½”, 2003,
Robert and Joey Aldern Papers,
Hovland Center for Liturgical
Arts, Augustana College

Study for Center Panel,
Narthex Triptych, St. Mark’s
Lutheran Church
pencil and red pen on tracing
paper, 6 ½” x 6”, 2003, Robert
and Joey Aldern Papers,
Hovland Center for Liturgical
Arts, Augustana College
“Have Peace One with
Another –Mark 9:50”
Narthex wall, St. Mark’s
Lutheran Church, Sioux Falls,
2004, color photograph of oil
on red oak, 7’ 4” x 10’ 4”,
Hovland Center for Liturgical
Arts, Augustana College
Study for Reaching Out
with Christ
Augustana Lutheran Church,
Sioux Falls, SD, graphite and
colored pencil on paper, 5 1/8”
x 6”, 2004, Robert and Joey
Aldern Papers, Hovland Center
for Liturgical Arts,
Augustana College
Reaching Out with Christ
Augustana Lutheran Church,
Sioux Falls, SD, color photograph of oil and gold on red
oak panel, 6’ x 6’, 2005,
Commissioned in memory of
Lyle and Doris Skillman Robert
and Joey Aldern Papers,
Hovland Center for Liturgical
Arts, Augustana College

Paul Schiller, 2007,
photography of in situ
Aldern commissions:
Stations of the Cross
oil and gold on masonite, 1966,
St. Thomas More Newman
Center at the University of
South Dakota, Vermillion, SD
Christ the Builder
oil on red oak, ca. 1966,
St. Thomas More Newman
Center at the University of
South Dakota, Vermillion, SD

Sanctuary with Choir Screen
and Eucharistic Panel
oil on red oak, 1995-6,
Christ the King Church, Sioux
Falls, SD
Sanctuary with Reredos
oil on red oak, 21’ x 14’, 1997,
Gloria Dei Lutheran Church,
Sioux Falls, SD
Reredos
oil on red oak, 21’ x 14’, 1997,
Gloria Dei Lutheran Church,
Sioux Falls, SD

Sanctuary
relief brick, 36’ x 16’, 1968,
Duane Van De Stoe, bricklayer
First Lutheran Church, St.
Peter, MN
Whatever you would do
unto others, you would also
do unto me, Chancel Wall,
oil on red oak, 10’ x 12’, 1973,
Luther Center, University of
South Dakota, Vermillion, SD

A SO U T H DA KOTA O RI G I NA L

ROBERT ALDERN
Landscapes and Figure Studies
February 29-May 18, 2008
Visual Arts Center at the Washington Pavilion of Arts and Science, Sioux Falls, SD

Reredos
Robert Aldern and
Ann E. Kronlokken Widness,
oil on fourteen red oak panels,
16’ x 24’, 1984,
Chapel of Reconciliation,
Augustana College
The Last Supper
oil on red oak, 16’ x 7.6’,
1995-6, Christ the King Church,
Sioux Falls, SD

Very Near Sisseton, oil on panel, 25” x 30”, 1992,
Collection of Howard and Eunice Hovland

Celebrating a Life in Liturgical Art
37th Street Studio, oil on wood, 1964, 41 x 23”, framed
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Study for East Chapel Window,
Christ the King Church, Sioux
Falls, 1999, pencil, color pencil
and pen on paper, 7” x 8 ½”,
Robert and Joey Aldern Papers,
Hovland Center for Liturgical
Arts, Augustana College

1990s
1990s -- 2000s
2000s

March 6- April 20, 2008
Eide/Dalrymple Gallery at Augustana College, Sioux Falls, SD

Descent from the Cross, opaque water color and ink, 18” x 24”, 1961,
Given in Honor of Robert and Joey Aldern by Bob and Mary Child,
Collection of Augustana College Chapel, Sioux Falls, SD

I want my paintings to seed my remaining seasons.
Through the textural changes of plowing, harrowing, planting, cultivating;
Growing to blossom
And yielding to harvest
To be disked and plowed again
For freezing snow and wind.
Now, resting is the time
For a gathering, scar soaked earth
Later carrying seeds to birth
—Robert J. Aldern, October 16, 1991

Landscapes and Figure Studies
February 29 - May 18, 2008
Visual Arts Center at the Washington
Pavilion of Arts and Science, Sioux Falls, SD

Celebrating a Life in Liturgical Art
March 6 - April 20, 2008
Eide/Dalrymple Gallery at
Augustana College, Sioux Falls, SD

